
Color Transparency with protons

• What is Color Transparency   
.   Why important 
  Color transparency in (p,pp) and 

(e,e’p) 
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Old/standard  Idea of (e,e’p)
• Proton in nucleus hit by photon 
• proton goes out, interacting 
• absorbed by nuclei, nucleus is black 

disk, nuclei cast shadow  
• Diffraction pattern 
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Newer/non-standard Idea
• At high momentum transfer hadron is in a 

color neutral Point Like Configuration- PLC 
• These do not interact, not absorbed by 

nuclei, cast no shadow 
• Quantum mechanical invisibility=color 

transparency
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small size- limited 
interaction 

ejectile expands  
as it leaves 

p

high q
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QED Charge neutrality and coherence

e+

e-   +
q q

γ γ

Same final state, exclusive charge cancellation : 

V= e q/r+ - e q/r-  = e q (r- - r+) / (r+r-)     dipole 

COHERENCE –does your experiment maintain coherence?  Inclusive: 
square amplitudes first then add,NO cancellation 

Must have exclusive reaction 

Strong interaction version of charge  cancellation used in 
factorization proofs



QED Charge neutrality and coherence

e+

e-   +
q q

γ γ



QED Charge neutrality and coherence

e+

e-   +
q q

γ γ

Strong int’n- two gluon exchange- dipole2
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QCD facts

1. Hadrons are made of configurations of very di↵erent sizes:

|3qi, |4qq̄i, |3q, gi · · ·
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2. Small objects have small cross sections

<latexit sha1_base64="nnl89yHcZSSdadfh1ZPsQRRtDtg=">AAAHJ3icdVXfbxtFED6XYlpDaQOPvKyII6VSsGwXiR8SqGpBqdQgpU3tVso50dze3Hnx/fLunrFzPf4WXvlHeC0vIHjkP2H29mLHl/Yk2zPffDPz7eze2ssioXS//2/rxns3329/cOt258OP7nx8997OJ2OV5pLjiKdRKl95oDASCY600BG+yiRC7EX40ps9NvGXC5RKpMkLvcpwEkOYiEBw0ASd77S+2eu62VR0mY8cVkynrO 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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="nnl89yHcZSSdadfh1ZPsQRRtDtg=">AAAHJ3icdVXfbxtFED6XYlpDaQOPvKyII6VSsGwXiR8SqGpBqdQgpU3tVso50dze3Hnx/fLunrFzPf4WXvlHeC0vIHjkP2H29mLHl/Yk2zPffDPz7eze2ssioXS//2/rxns3329/cOt258OP7nx8997OJ2OV5pLjiKdRKl95oDASCY600BG+yiRC7EX40ps9NvGXC5RKpMkLvcpwEkOYiEBw0ASd77S+2eu62VR0mY8cVkynrO 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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="nnl89yHcZSSdadfh1ZPsQRRtDtg=">AAAHJ3icdVXfbxtFED6XYlpDaQOPvKyII6VSsGwXiR8SqGpBqdQgpU3tVso50dze3Hnx/fLunrFzPf4WXvlHeC0vIHjkP2H29mLHl/Yk2zPffDPz7eze2ssioXS//2/rxns3329/cOt258OP7nx8997OJ2OV5pLjiKdRKl95oDASCY600BG+yiRC7EX40ps9NvGXC5RKpMkLvcpwEkOYiEBw0ASd77S+2eu62VR0mY8cVkynrO 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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="nnl89yHcZSSdadfh1ZPsQRRtDtg=">AAAHJ3icdVXfbxtFED6XYlpDaQOPvKyII6VSsGwXiR8SqGpBqdQgpU3tVso50dze3Hnx/fLunrFzPf4WXvlHeC0vIHjkP2H29mLHl/Yk2zPffDPz7eze2ssioXS//2/rxns3329/cOt258OP7nx8997OJ2OV5pLjiKdRKl95oDASCY600BG+yiRC7EX40ps9NvGXC5RKpMkLvcpwEkOYiEBw0ASd77S+2eu62VR0mY8cVkynrO 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</latexit>
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Two gluon exchange �(b2) ⇠ b2 from color neutrality

<latexit sha1_base64="TtCy7dixPcnbTbDl9oQDEzol2/Q=">AAAHRnicdVVLj9s2EJaT1EncV7Y99kJ0tcAusDUsp0CLBgWCpMUGzRbYPOwEWNoLShrJhPUySW3sZdT/1H/Rf1D01qL33opeOxRle20nOsicb75vZjgc0X6RcKl6vT9aN27e+qB9+87dzocfffzJp/f2PhvKvBQBDII8ycVrn0lIeAYDxVUCrwsBLPUTeOVPHxv/q0sQkufZS7UoYJSyOOMRD5hC6GKv9dOBS4sJd0kIAVsQlR OXxixNmX275JIzogRnWZwACTmLBUs7KEos4o91P6uoqK3vKc8UCcd9f4VP8kP/yO0c0DILQZgy9bPHP5CIBUpWHcQv5ZQX3X6AQb0uecJCkWeSMAEkZSGQPCJBnkU8LkVdsjQI7miBtUQRCMCEkl+B/I5sBnPf3p9hWcf0+O3XM+ozQZbm/dlxjEsahLmSbqejad1HLSCsXr7JSZyUeUZgHkxwU0A6LpWH/rh/RCVPcV99l0QiT0ktIhmUSrCEq0V1cW+/1+3VD9ldeM1i32mes4u9W3/TMA/KFDcRJEzKc69XqJFmQvEggapDSwkFC6YshnNcZiwFOdJ14oocIBKSCGuIcmxCjV5X6LklbmAslXKR+qhOmZrIbZ8B3+U7L1X07UjzrCgVZIFNHpWJmRczVngYAgKVmFNhgeBYP8H2CTxlHL4OzeBNkOM4ZaGmMKvOvZH+cdb95ZAKiPS+Vx1VmxwfKvOKeaZhVtYHX21RwFAAV+8j+MCuBcmYEGyxG4Storyb4UfCRImIqGgIEZUaxyBO2RbtZFjpk4vhFlpIHrI4LzDChKnarsYUoRjELnWTt12HMJXaj67a8NQO+/1taaag3ueKUvQcE6pgrjQaO26+6R/rr7xtUgqX10g/w9AQTI/8aEZ03bRZVTWIbwF/BTyywKMGOEHzxNw46yCiCSJWmucN8nyFnFngbK2SDUcidLfBmIXYUmZMUGiS2ga0AXue2CGymqdW87SqtuZhyorCtDz18znaeRKazwWvzdrhLiOcov4UL+JwlSbR5gAbZJnm1KY5bUozWW2CVSFTy5iukcIiBYaxkV9o+qIeSrudQq73s9TMrWa+6tzCAosGCFgyQAR/yGCd6cqSrhpSimZaNsZ0XWptM01ZUkyaIkyN+L+CofBa9LYvwd3FsN/1cP2sv//wQXNB3nG+cL50Dh3P+cZ56DxxzpyBE7R+bf3e+rP1V/u39j/tf9v/WeqNVqP53Nl4bjv/Az24m0w=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="TtCy7dixPcnbTbDl9oQDEzol2/Q=">AAAHRnicdVVLj9s2EJaT1EncV7Y99kJ0tcAusDUsp0CLBgWCpMUGzRbYPOwEWNoLShrJhPUySW3sZdT/1H/Rf1D01qL33opeOxRle20nOsicb75vZjgc0X6RcKl6vT9aN27e+qB9+87dzocfffzJp/f2PhvKvBQBDII8ycVrn0lIeAYDxVUCrwsBLPUTeOVPHxv/q0sQkufZS7UoYJSyOOMRD5hC6GKv9dOBS4sJd0kIAVsQlR 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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="TtCy7dixPcnbTbDl9oQDEzol2/Q=">AAAHRnicdVVLj9s2EJaT1EncV7Y99kJ0tcAusDUsp0CLBgWCpMUGzRbYPOwEWNoLShrJhPUySW3sZdT/1H/Rf1D01qL33opeOxRle20nOsicb75vZjgc0X6RcKl6vT9aN27e+qB9+87dzocfffzJp/f2PhvKvBQBDII8ycVrn0lIeAYDxVUCrwsBLPUTeOVPHxv/q0sQkufZS7UoYJSyOOMRD5hC6GKv9dOBS4sJd0kIAVsQlR 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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="TtCy7dixPcnbTbDl9oQDEzol2/Q=">AAAHRnicdVVLj9s2EJaT1EncV7Y99kJ0tcAusDUsp0CLBgWCpMUGzRbYPOwEWNoLShrJhPUySW3sZdT/1H/Rf1D01qL33opeOxRle20nOsicb75vZjgc0X6RcKl6vT9aN27e+qB9+87dzocfffzJp/f2PhvKvBQBDII8ycVrn0lIeAYDxVUCrwsBLPUTeOVPHxv/q0sQkufZS7UoYJSyOOMRD5hC6GKv9dOBS4sJd0kIAVsQlR 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</latexit>

3. Small objects produced in high Q2
exclusive processes

(PQCD) Brodsky, Mueller

<latexit sha1_base64="L/TUy0F33mOyz7Ld2vSGsCpxuN8=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="L/TUy0F33mOyz7Ld2vSGsCpxuN8=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="L/TUy0F33mOyz7Ld2vSGsCpxuN8=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="L/TUy0F33mOyz7Ld2vSGsCpxuN8=">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</latexit>

Color Transparency- high Q2
makes small objects that do not interact
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Color Transparency- high Q2
makes small objects that do not interact
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Small object is point-like configuration- PLC
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small b

Also non-perturbative



 Color Transparency Idea
• make PLC at high Q2  

• exclusive process to use coherence -cancel 
• no or reduced interactions 
    Why interesting?

•new dynamical phenomena- turn off strong 
interactions 

•are PLCs made? -high Q2-exclusives 

•color neutrality needed in QCD factorization proofs-
cut off integral over large perp momenta, short perp 
distances, cancel soft gluons 

•nuclear physics implications of PLC- nucleon 
modified- EMC effect



CT at high energies

April APS Meeting, Denver 8

• Connection of GPDs to exclusive cross 
sections enable rigorous mapping of 
complete nucleon wave functions

• GPD framework assumes dominance 
of the handbag model

• Outgoing meson maintains small 
transverse size, suppressing soft 
interactions ➞ factorization

• Factorizes into a hard interaction with 
single quark and soft part (GPDs)

Factorization in Exclusive Cross Sections needed for GPDs

1

1

Color neutrality causes 
cancellations at high  
momentum transfer 
so that soft gluon  
exchanges disappear



CT at high energies

April APS Meeting, Denver 8

• Connection of GPDs to exclusive cross 
sections enable rigorous mapping of 
complete nucleon wave functions

• GPD framework assumes dominance 
of the handbag model

• Outgoing meson maintains small 
transverse size, suppressing soft 
interactions ➞ factorization

• Factorizes into a hard interaction with 
single quark and soft part (GPDs)

Factorization in Exclusive Cross Sections needed for GPDs



Problem PLC Expansion
• |PLC  is not an eigenstate = Σn Cn |n ,  each physical state  

n has large size 
• coherent sum of buildings can act as if it has size of 

golf ball –phases 
• |PLC t=ΣnCn Exp(-i En t)|n
• relative phases change with time,  size increases 
• t~RA<<1/(En –Eproton)  <<1  no expansion 
•  High P (momentum of PLC) 
• t=1/(Mn-Mp)(2P/(Mn+Mp))=natural rest frame time  

times dilation factor   
• What is Mn ? 
• At high enough P  we have freezing t >>>R_A

��

��

Problem at JLAB6 for sure, Is 12 enough?

En(P ) =
p
P 2 +M2

n ⇡ P +M2
n/(2P )
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En(P ) =
p
P 2 +M2

n ⇡ P +M2
n/(2P )
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Why  PLC at high momentum transfer?
Example:  e-p scattering 

• At high enough Q an exclusive  interaction occurs  
   if the transverse size of the hadron is  
   smaller than the equilibrium size. 
• Perturbative reasoning-also non-perturbative Nucl.Phys. 
A555 (1993) 752-764

Momentum of exchanged gluon ~Q, separation ~1/Q



Why  not PLC ?
 e-p scattering Feynman mechanism 

γ

Final

Initial

x=1



Why  not PLC ?
 e-p scattering 

Transverse size not affected –no PLC 

Interesting dynamical question about QCD –do PLC exist 
and participate? 
Making PLC is squeezing- and is the interesting part

Feynman mechanism 

γ

Final

Initial

x=1



Color transparency with mesons

12

T = �/�B

• (⇡, JJ)Prediction Frankfurt et al. Phys.Lett. B304 (1993) 1.

Experiment D Ashery et al PRL 86(2001) 4773 Seen large T

• (e, e0⇡) B. Clasie et al. PRL 99(2007)242502-Promising rise in T

• (e, e0⇢) L. El Fassi al. PLB 712 (2012) 326- Promising rise in T
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Outline of remainder

• Early searches (p,pp) data 
• (p,pp)  Calculations  
• New (e,e’,p) results from Jefferson Lab  
• Implications of new data-Experiment 
• Implications of new data-Theory 
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Large-angle pp elastic and quasielastic (p, 2p) scattering have been simultaneously observed in hydro-
gen and each of several nuclear targets (Li, C, Al, Cu, Pb) at incident proton momenta of 6, 10, and 12
GeV/c. The nuclear transparency is the ratio of such a cross section in a nucleus to the free pp cross sec-
tion. The transparency of aluminum increases with incident momentum by more than a factor of 2 from
6 to 9.5 GeV/c and falls significantly between 9.5 and 12 GeV/c. This occurs in a region where the
free-proton nucleon-absorption cross section exhibits little energy dependence. QCD predicts an increase
in transparency with energy.

PACS numbers: 13.75.Cs, 12.38.Qk, 13.85.Dz, 25.40.Ve

This Letter describes the first results from a program
of study at the Brookhaven National Laboratory
Alternating-Gradient Synchrotron which investigates the
effects of "color transparency. " Quasielastic pp scatter-
ing from each of several nuclei is compared to pp elastic
scattering in hydrogen at three energies. These data are
analyzed with a simple model in which the quasielastic
cross section is assumed to factor into the product of
three terms, a single-particle nuclear momentum distri-
bution, a free pp cross section, and a factor T which we
refer to as the transparency of the nucleus. In the ab-
sence of Fermi motion the transparency would be

(do/dt ) (p-p elastic in nucleus)
(dtr/dt ) (p-p elastic in hydrogen)

Data are presented for pp elastic and quasielastic
scattering near 90' c.m. (center of mass) at incident pro-
ton energies of 6, 10, and 12 GeV/c, corresponding to t
[(four-momentum transfer) l of —4.8, —8.5, and —10.4
GeV2
The cross section (do/dt) for pp elastic scattering at

large transverse momentum and at fixed c.m. angle is
characterized by an s [(center-of-mass energy) ) depen-
dence which oscillates around the nominal s ' form
predicted by the dimensional scaling law of Brodsky and
Farrar. ' The form of this energy dependence can be re-
lated to the probability of finding protons with all of
their quarks confined to a region of space which is pro-
portional to 1/Js. This implies that for large s these
initial- and final-state protons are very small.

It has been pointed out by Mueller and others that
small protons which participate in such processes are
characterized by color-charge and color-field distribu-
tions confined to ever smaller dimensions as s increases.
In high-t quasielastic scattering this implies that the
cross section for soft initial- and final-state interactions
with other nucleons in the nucleus will vanish as the en-
ergy scale increases. It has thus been predicted that at
high energy the transparency of nuclei should approach
unity. This is in sharp contrast to a more conventional
Glauber picture of absorption in which the transparency
would be expected to be energy independent.
The apparatus consists of a large-angle magnetic spec-

trometer with a 4.5' aperture. Large proportional
chambers measure the trajectories of recoil tracks oppo-
site the spectrometer. When configured for incident
momentum of 10 GeV/c, the spectrometer has Ap/p
=1% and 3,8=1 mr and the recoil-chamber resolution is
58=5 mr. Beam and spectrometer Cherenkov counters
identified protons.
In this experiment, pp elastic scattering in hydrogen

and in nuclei were observed simultaneously. Nuclear
targets (Li, C, Al, Cu, or Pb) were placed between two
CHq targets. The nuclear targets were divided into four
equal segments and spaced at 3-in. intervals. The CH2
targets were 2 in. thick. The thickness of each nuclear
target was chosen so that the number of nuclear protons
was larger by about a factor of 5 than the number of hy-
drogen protons. Data were collected on all targets at 6
and 10 GeV/c and on C and Al at 12 GeV/c.
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target was chosen so that the number of nuclear protons
was larger by about a factor of 5 than the number of hy-
drogen protons. Data were collected on all targets at 6
and 10 GeV/c and on C and Al at 12 GeV/c.
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Large-angle pp elastic and quasielastic (p, 2p) scattering have been simultaneously observed in hydro-
gen and each of several nuclear targets (Li, C, Al, Cu, Pb) at incident proton momenta of 6, 10, and 12
GeV/c. The nuclear transparency is the ratio of such a cross section in a nucleus to the free pp cross sec-
tion. The transparency of aluminum increases with incident momentum by more than a factor of 2 from
6 to 9.5 GeV/c and falls significantly between 9.5 and 12 GeV/c. This occurs in a region where the
free-proton nucleon-absorption cross section exhibits little energy dependence. QCD predicts an increase
in transparency with energy.
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This Letter describes the first results from a program
of study at the Brookhaven National Laboratory
Alternating-Gradient Synchrotron which investigates the
effects of "color transparency. " Quasielastic pp scatter-
ing from each of several nuclei is compared to pp elastic
scattering in hydrogen at three energies. These data are
analyzed with a simple model in which the quasielastic
cross section is assumed to factor into the product of
three terms, a single-particle nuclear momentum distri-
bution, a free pp cross section, and a factor T which we
refer to as the transparency of the nucleus. In the ab-
sence of Fermi motion the transparency would be

(do/dt ) (p-p elastic in nucleus)
(dtr/dt ) (p-p elastic in hydrogen)

Data are presented for pp elastic and quasielastic
scattering near 90' c.m. (center of mass) at incident pro-
ton energies of 6, 10, and 12 GeV/c, corresponding to t
[(four-momentum transfer) l of —4.8, —8.5, and —10.4
GeV2
The cross section (do/dt) for pp elastic scattering at

large transverse momentum and at fixed c.m. angle is
characterized by an s [(center-of-mass energy) ) depen-
dence which oscillates around the nominal s ' form
predicted by the dimensional scaling law of Brodsky and
Farrar. ' The form of this energy dependence can be re-
lated to the probability of finding protons with all of
their quarks confined to a region of space which is pro-
portional to 1/Js. This implies that for large s these
initial- and final-state protons are very small.

It has been pointed out by Mueller and others that
small protons which participate in such processes are
characterized by color-charge and color-field distribu-
tions confined to ever smaller dimensions as s increases.
In high-t quasielastic scattering this implies that the
cross section for soft initial- and final-state interactions
with other nucleons in the nucleus will vanish as the en-
ergy scale increases. It has thus been predicted that at
high energy the transparency of nuclei should approach
unity. This is in sharp contrast to a more conventional
Glauber picture of absorption in which the transparency
would be expected to be energy independent.
The apparatus consists of a large-angle magnetic spec-

trometer with a 4.5' aperture. Large proportional
chambers measure the trajectories of recoil tracks oppo-
site the spectrometer. When configured for incident
momentum of 10 GeV/c, the spectrometer has Ap/p
=1% and 3,8=1 mr and the recoil-chamber resolution is
58=5 mr. Beam and spectrometer Cherenkov counters
identified protons.
In this experiment, pp elastic scattering in hydrogen

and in nuclei were observed simultaneously. Nuclear
targets (Li, C, Al, Cu, or Pb) were placed between two
CHq targets. The nuclear targets were divided into four
equal segments and spaced at 3-in. intervals. The CH2
targets were 2 in. thick. The thickness of each nuclear
target was chosen so that the number of nuclear protons
was larger by about a factor of 5 than the number of hy-
drogen protons. Data were collected on all targets at 6
and 10 GeV/c and on C and Al at 12 GeV/c.
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TABLE I. The elements in Eq. (4) tabulated for the alumi-
num data sets at three incident-beam momenta Po and for
several bins in p, (p, &p, & pb) T.he number of hydrogen
events detected (1VH) for the incident momenta 6, 10, and 12
GeV/c were 1701, 650, and 220, respectively. The eff'ective
beam momentum P,ff and transparency T have been calculated
for each table entry. Systematic errors for T have not been in-
cluded. Po, p„pb,and P,rr are given in units of GeV/c.
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The first step in extracting T is to measure the quasi-
elastic signal for events within some range of p, . This
signal is extracted from background by the study of the
dN/dp~ distribution for events with I p„I & 250 MeV/c
and p, in the specified range. The details of extracting
this signal from background are described elsewhere.
The important elements are that the signal is well above
background and that the background shape is observed
in the subset of data which register hits in the out-of-
plane target counters. About half of the background
events register double hits in these counters. That back-
ground data set, which would include such contamina-
tion as soft rr production, does not peak around p~ =0.
This suggests that such events will not contribute to the
signal when background is subtracted.
As an input for this analysis the shape of the underly-

ing nucleon momentum distribution F(p) is required.
As reported in Ref. 5, we have measured the projection
of this distribution for each target material using these
same data. In our evaluation of the integral in Eq. (4),
the measured energy-dependent cross section has been
used. The acceptance A(p) is determined and folded
into the other functions in Eq. (4) with the use of a
Monte Carlo program.
The procedure for determining T in Eq. (4) for the

aluminum-target data is summarized in Table I. Alumi-
num data were collected at three different beam momen-
ta Po as indicated in the first column. The number of
quasielastic events measured in the p, range p, &p, &pb
is shown, as well as P,ff, the effective incident momen-
tum corresponding to this p, range. This result from the
integration in Eq. (4) is shown along with the extracted
transparency T. To lowest order in p/mz, P,&=PpII—(p. +pb )/2mp]

F[G. 2. (a) 'fhe transparency vs beam momentum for vari-
ous nuclear targets selected for —0.2 GeV/c &p, & 0.1 GeV/c.
(b) The transparency data points from Table I plotted vs
effective incident momentum.

Such an analysis is used to extract the transparency
for each of the various nuclei studied. For the data in
Fig. 2(a) quasielastic signals were extracted in the p,
range —200 MeV/c &p, & 100 MeV/c and plotted
against beam momentum Po. The aluminum transparen-
cy data of Fig. 2(b) are plotted against P,rr and are tak-
en from Table I.
Errors in Fig. 2 and Table I represent the statistical

errors associated with extraction of signals from back-
ground. The error bar on the 12-GeV/c carbon point has
been increased to 20/o to account for observed incon-
sistencies in extracting the carbon signal in CH2.
Additional systematic uncertainties must be consid-

ered in the overall normalization of transparency and the
normalization for a particular target. Theoretical uncer-
tainty in calculating off'-shell proton cross sections and
uncertainties in the shape of F(p), especially the very
high momentum tails of the distribution, give rise to sys-
tematic normalization uncertainties. For illustration, if
the assumption that m~ is the energy of the struck nu-
cleon [see Eq. (2)] were incorrect by 20 MeV, that
would introduce an error in the measured transparency
of less than 5%. Neither of these effects generate large
energy-dependent uncertainties for a given nuclear tar-
get. The target-dependent and target-independent sys-
tematic uncertainties in the normalization of the tran-
sparency are estimated to be 10% and 25%, respectively.
We have not attempted to include theoretical uncertainty
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The bound proton has momentum component parallel to the beam pz

pz is missing momentum

Pe↵ = PBeam(1� pz/M)

3 beam energies 4 sets of pz 6= doing experiments with 12 beam energies
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Rule of color transparency experiments
Clearly explain what you measure

This rule was violated only a few times because only a
few experiments exist



lc = 0.6 fm (p/GeV)

Modeling expansion I
Strikman and Frankfurt –diffusion b2 ~ t=z

σeff

zlc

Similar formula derived by  

Jennings & Miller, lc= expansion 
time

  p
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Color transparency occurs if a small-sized wave packet, formed in a high momentum transfer process,
escapes the nucleus before expanding. The time required for the expansion depends on the masses of the
baryonic components of the wave packet. Measured proton diffractive dissociation and electron deep in-
elastic scattering cross sections are used to examine and severely constrain the relevant masses. These
constraints allow significant color transparency effects to occur at experimentally accessible momentum
transfers.

PACS numbers: 24.85.+p, 12.38.Qk, 25.30.Fj

Color transparency (CT) is the postulated [1,2] ab-
sence of final- (or initial-) state interactions caused by
the cancellation of color fields of a system of quarks and
gluons with small spatial separation. For example, sup-
pose an electron impinges on a nucleus knocking out a
proton at high momentum transfer. The consequence of
color transparency is that there is no exponential loss of
fiux as the ejected particle propagates through the nu-
cleus. Thus, the usually "black" nucleus becomes trans-
parent. We examine only processes for which the funda-
mental reaction is elastic, or at least a two-body reaction.
The nuclear excitation energy must be known well
enough to ensure that no extra pions are created.
The existence of color transparency depends on (1)

forming a small-sized wave packet in a high momentum
transfer (Q) reaction, (2) the interaction between such a
small object and nucleons being suppressed (color neu-
trality or screening), and (3) the wave packet escaping
the nucleus while still small. That color neutrality
(screening) causes the cross section of small-sized color
singlet configurations with hadrons to be small seems well
known [3-6]. So we take item (2) as given. The others
require discussion.
Asymptotic perturbative QCD predicts the wave pack-

et size to be —1/Q. At nonasymptotic kinematics, in-
cluding the effects of gluon radiation (Sudakov suppres-
sion) reduces effects of well separated quarks [7] and
may lead to a falloff more rapid than 1/Q [8]. But, the
minimum value of Q required to form a small wave pack-
et is not known, and unexpected enhancements may occur
if the wave packet is not small [9]. It is also true that at
experimentally available energies, the small object ex-
pands in its motion through the nucleus. Thus final-state
interactions are suppressed, but not zero [10-12].
Tantalizing but nondefinitive evidence has been ob-

tained in a pioneering (p,pp) experiment at Brookhaven
National Laboratory (BNL) [13]. Color transparency is
the object of current searches using electron [14) and
proton beams [13]. The existence of color transparency
has not yet been demonstrated, and it would be useful to
improve the reliability of CT predictions. Here we use
apparently unrelated diffractive dissociation (DD) and
deep inelastic scattering (DIS) data to probe the ex-
istence of the small-sized wave packet and to constrain
the expansion process.
To be specific, consider the high Q quasielastic

(e,e'p) reaction. A wave packet is formed when a bound
proton absorbs the virtual photon. This wave packet is
dubbed [4] a pointlike configuration (PLC) in an optimis-
tic notation. Thus IPLC) TH(g ) IN), where the hard
photon absorption operator is denoted as TH(g ). Our
notation is that IN) represents a nucleon at rest, and
IN(q)) represents one of momentum q. Then the form
factor is F(Q ) =(N(q) 1TH(Q ) IN).
We assume that for some large Q the PLC has no soft

interaction U with the surrounding nucleons. Then [6]

O=UT„(g') IN). (1)
This is an extreme assumption, and an interesting partial
transparency could occur even if the left-hand side were
as large as half that predicted by taking TH(Q )IN) to
be a normal-sized object. Here we examine Et]. (1).
In the optical approximation U= 4tri Imfp, in which-f represents the PLC-nucleon interaction as a sum of

quark-nucleon scattering operators and p is the density of
target nucleons. Only the dominant imaginary part off is kept, and the nucleonic matrix element (N I4tr
xlmfIN) =o~, the proton-nucleon total cross section.
Taking the nucleon matrix element of Eq. (I) and using
completeness yields

0-trp+X,dMx(N (q)14tr Imf I a,Mx), (a,M~21TH(g') IN) (2a)F g2
in which an intermediate state of mass M~ has a set of quantum numbers (including multiplicity) a. It is useful to
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define the integral term of Eq. (2a) as l(Q ). Then
~, =—l(g') . (2b)
The propagating wave packet is described by the Green s operator acting on !PLC). Expanding in a complete set of

baryon states X, allows one to describe the propagating wave packet as a sum of terms of the form GxTH(Q )!N),
where GL is the eikonal propagator. Thus as the PLC propagates through a length I, each baryonic component L ac-
quires a phase factor e' with px=p +Mtv —Mx. Here p, px, and l are magnitudes of three-vectors. The different
phases upset the cancellation inherent in Eq. (I) so interactions do occur. To include these, note that the first-order
scattering term is the sum (integral) of nucleonic matrix elements of UGxTH. The resulting scattering term is similar to
the corresponding standard Glauber result (here Glauber always refers to calculations of nuclear distortions) except that
a new quantity, defined as o,ir, appears instead of o~ [11,15]:

o Ir(l) —= tr +g J dM'(N(q)!4tr lmf! tt, M')e' F(g') (3)

Equation (2a) follows from the assumption that the
PLC does not interact, but its form as a sum rule involv-
ing hadronic matrix elements may seem surprising. It is
therefore encouraging that the vanishing left-hand side
does occur in the model of Jennings and Miller (JM)
[11]. The consequence of their model is that Eq. (3) ap-
pears as

JM(l) ~ (I /IPi PIt) (4)
where the subscript 1 refers to the single excited state
contributing to the integral term in Eq. (3). The quantity

(p —p I ) = (M I
—Mtv)/2p for large p, so that (M I—Mtv) '—= rII plays the role of a time scale for PLC ex-

pansion. If ro« I (a nuclear radius), the two terms in
Eq. (4) cancel and transparency occurs; otherwise, final-
state interactions occur.
The previous two-state model has some desirable

features, but it is not realistic because a continuum of nu-
cleon resonances and multipion states are excited in
pp pL reactions. We therefore use experimental ob-
servations of the matrix elements appearing in Eqs. (2)
and (3). Thus

I/2

!(N(q)!4~f!a,Mx)!-
dt dMx

d2 Dls
!(~M'!TH(g')I»I =

dQdMx
(s)

where DD (DIS) stands for diffractive dissociation (deep
inelastic scattering). In DD a fast proton breaks into the
state a,Mx without exciting the bound target nucleon.
The matrix element of TH is obtained by dividing the
DIS cross section by the Mott cross section, 0~.
The above are cross sections for final states, a,M~.

These can be related [16,17] to cross sections obtained by
summing over a by defining probabilities P ' ' (a):

DD, DIS(~) pDD, DIS( M2)d DD, DIS

where Q, P ' ' (a,Mx) =1. Measurements [16,17]

~ (M+M, )'

where M and M are nucleon and pion masses. The fac-
tor W2(x, g )/2M arises from relating the matrix ele-
ment of TH to measured DIS cross sections for relevant
experimental kinematics where W2 is more important
than Wi, F(Q ) is a linear combination of electric and
magnetic form factors evaluated at the same kinematics.
We now evaluate l,„(g ) and compare it to measured

values of cd [18]. We use Atwood's [19] parametriza-
tion of W2(x, g ) and Goulianos's [20] tabulation of
d o /dtdMx at t = —0.047 GeV . The factor

g [pDD( M2)pDIS( M2)] I/2

show that P ' (a) is a peaked but broad function of
multiplicities.
Evaluating the integrals of Eqs. (2), (3) using only data

requires knowledge of the measurable relative phases of
the matrix elements; these are presently unknown. Nev-
ertheless, we can see if existing data rule out Eq. (2).
This is because the integral term has a lower (negative)
limit, obtained by taking each product of matrix elements
to be negative. If this limit was much less (in magnitude)
than o~ color transparency would be ruled out. The in-
tegral —l(g ) of Eq. (2b) can be written as

[p DD(& M 2 )p DIS(& M 2 )] I/2X & X l ( 2)F(g')
! is replaced by the function g(Mx):2

g(Mx) =g[P (a,Mx)P ' (a,Mx)l ' XPhase(a), (7)

where Phase(tt) is the relative phase of the matrix ele-
ments. This includes the eff'ects of the currently unknown
phases. Taking the probability functions P,P ' from
Ref. [16] for DIS and Ref. [17] for diffractive dissocia-
tion we estimate the sum over a to be approximately D.6
for low values of Mx. Assuming g(Mx) has a sharp
cutoA at M& =M, , we evaluate Im, „by integrating over
M~ up to this cutoA.
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Calculate what is measured-importance of pz=kz

• Di↵erent plotting of data is instructive

• Theory fits all data points within 2 st. dev. or less

• “BNL experiments calibrate size of color transparency e↵ects”

• “higher energy experiment which estimates kz dependence should ob-

serve measurable e↵ects”

<latexit sha1_base64="O3Q3bcyFDCmLUWXcDfMFnduLjgk=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="O3Q3bcyFDCmLUWXcDfMFnduLjgk=">AAAJAXicdVZLb9tGEFaipFXUR+L22MsglgEbcARLDtCiQIHASeEAcQonfiSAaTvL5ZDcavnQ7lKWzLCX/oNe2z/QW9Frf0nP/SOdJamnEx3snW++mflm9iG5qRTa7Oz8e+t2887dTz5t3Wt/9vkXX95/sPbVqU4yxfGEJzJRb12mUYoYT4wwEt+mClnkSnzjDp5a/5sRKi2S+NhMUjyPWBALX3BmCLpca97d6DhpKDrgIWcTMAl0nIBFEav+dmAkGBglWBxIBE+wQLGoTUGyQtyLvB8XjiqtHxwRG/Au+u4MD5NNd6vT3nCy2ENlZeavnj4Dn3GjizbhIz0QabfPKWmvC8+Zp5JYA1MIEfMQEh94EvsiyFQpWVuEOpqQFt9HhVRQi2vU38Nyss773SHJ2na23z8eOi5TMDV3h9sBLR3uJUZ3SEPulIPMXZlhAbtdOIqYlJC4PyOphFQlXsbRAxEDhCIIofPqot/BMZeZFiO0BI5ao67r92x92DykRrdgj6L1YLINLzOUElXR3ii3BY5pZjqlRmM+ebSQl/oeoAa9pMGEjAabQJwYkmFQ0fzabcfFQMS5MBjRCIq2Y1fwbDaYVCbGiDiwM/OYYSA0RWujMm5IeM0/DjGhefqC6tiaJTNNqIyGK2FCarsP2nTpiIy6QMolNVvHvnu399MBAI5TVCJCG8KZFC5tFpb7Um2g7dcs9AtIEqmvh7M0tn9UgDGqYLKQD65CwUNAbUREOTV0BpfX9rSmSAcq5ghLu+e4PugwyaRHo9OoaHciZJoOD92IadWCylL0fG7tywfrO92d8gM3F716sd6oP4eXa3f+c7yEZ1Yil0zrs95Oas5zpozg0m5FpjFlfMACPKNlzCLU53mptIANQjzwaSh+Qi2W6GJEPq6ISxiLtJ5ELkXTIEK96rPgh3xnmfG/O89FnGaG5lUV9zNpr7p9EegeKRqKtBeKcSVIP/CQ2QNG70bbifGKJ/QS0LwcHBZnvfP8x2H3l01HoZ+v94qtYpnjYpHX5xKHWXlnixUKWordgI8RXGQLSWKmFJvcTMJmWT7McH1ls/igCsdD39G5o0UQsRXa/mmR71+erqCpFh4LkpQy0NUr7eLCISiwV3iVusxb1aGs0uq9LJY8paN6OldiBmg+5vIj8myDY3BscjJuuMWy/yJ/1FslRThaIL3EU0uwM3L9IeTl0IZFUSNuBbgzYK8C9mpgn8x9+2UxT6LqJGoW87pGXs+Qwwo4nEfpmqMJuldjrILYNMyaaMiE0kaykWYuq0NUxbyoYl4Uxcp5GLA0tSOP3GRMdiI9e13oG690dKYZDij+gL5DvVkZmdsNrJFpmYOqzEEtzVatCsyEDCrGYI6kFZJSmirzUe4clYeyaifV836mMeMqZjyb3KQCJjVAD+4JIfQPTuaVrivSdU2KyIyy2hjMpZY2yx0m07AWYTXSTwJKRc9ib/URvLk47Xd7tH7VX3/yuH4gW41vGg8bm41e49vGk8bzxmHjpMGbsvlb8/fmH61fW3+2/mr9XVFv36pjvm4sfVr//A9sszm3</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="O3Q3bcyFDCmLUWXcDfMFnduLjgk=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="O3Q3bcyFDCmLUWXcDfMFnduLjgk=">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</latexit>

Glauber is dotted 
low by at least 2

2 Color T  
calculations

BNL date
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Calculate what is measured-importance of pz=kz

• Di↵erent plotting of data is instructive

• Theory fits all data points within 2 st. dev. or less

• “BNL experiments calibrate size of color transparency e↵ects”

• “higher energy experiment which estimates kz dependence should ob-

serve measurable e↵ects”

<latexit sha1_base64="O3Q3bcyFDCmLUWXcDfMFnduLjgk=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="O3Q3bcyFDCmLUWXcDfMFnduLjgk=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="O3Q3bcyFDCmLUWXcDfMFnduLjgk=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="O3Q3bcyFDCmLUWXcDfMFnduLjgk=">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</latexit>
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(e,e’p) sees no Color T when (p,pp) does

• (p,pp) measurement not exclusive so 
calibration wrong 

• Hidden signal in kz dependence (e,e’p)? 
• Expansion is  faster than expected 
• high momentum transfer reactions do not 

make PLC  
•  still more Q2 needed, not gonna happen
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Some ways to avoid contradiction: 



Is there a problem with 
factorization in GPDs?

• Both Color T and Factorization in GPDs 
require color neutrality that cancels if 
relevant separations are small  

• Factorization in GPDs requires 
cancellations over distances less than size 
of nucleon 

• Color Transparency requires cancellations 
over distances less than size of nucleus
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Color transparency occurs if a small-sized wave packet, formed in a high momentum transfer process,
escapes the nucleus before expanding. The time required for the expansion depends on the masses of the
baryonic components of the wave packet. Measured proton diffractive dissociation and electron deep in-
elastic scattering cross sections are used to examine and severely constrain the relevant masses. These
constraints allow significant color transparency effects to occur at experimentally accessible momentum
transfers.

PACS numbers: 24.85.+p, 12.38.Qk, 25.30.Fj

Color transparency (CT) is the postulated [1,2] ab-
sence of final- (or initial-) state interactions caused by
the cancellation of color fields of a system of quarks and
gluons with small spatial separation. For example, sup-
pose an electron impinges on a nucleus knocking out a
proton at high momentum transfer. The consequence of
color transparency is that there is no exponential loss of
fiux as the ejected particle propagates through the nu-
cleus. Thus, the usually "black" nucleus becomes trans-
parent. We examine only processes for which the funda-
mental reaction is elastic, or at least a two-body reaction.
The nuclear excitation energy must be known well
enough to ensure that no extra pions are created.
The existence of color transparency depends on (1)

forming a small-sized wave packet in a high momentum
transfer (Q) reaction, (2) the interaction between such a
small object and nucleons being suppressed (color neu-
trality or screening), and (3) the wave packet escaping
the nucleus while still small. That color neutrality
(screening) causes the cross section of small-sized color
singlet configurations with hadrons to be small seems well
known [3-6]. So we take item (2) as given. The others
require discussion.
Asymptotic perturbative QCD predicts the wave pack-

et size to be —1/Q. At nonasymptotic kinematics, in-
cluding the effects of gluon radiation (Sudakov suppres-
sion) reduces effects of well separated quarks [7] and
may lead to a falloff more rapid than 1/Q [8]. But, the
minimum value of Q required to form a small wave pack-
et is not known, and unexpected enhancements may occur
if the wave packet is not small [9]. It is also true that at
experimentally available energies, the small object ex-
pands in its motion through the nucleus. Thus final-state
interactions are suppressed, but not zero [10-12].
Tantalizing but nondefinitive evidence has been ob-

tained in a pioneering (p,pp) experiment at Brookhaven
National Laboratory (BNL) [13]. Color transparency is
the object of current searches using electron [14) and
proton beams [13]. The existence of color transparency
has not yet been demonstrated, and it would be useful to
improve the reliability of CT predictions. Here we use
apparently unrelated diffractive dissociation (DD) and
deep inelastic scattering (DIS) data to probe the ex-
istence of the small-sized wave packet and to constrain
the expansion process.
To be specific, consider the high Q quasielastic

(e,e'p) reaction. A wave packet is formed when a bound
proton absorbs the virtual photon. This wave packet is
dubbed [4] a pointlike configuration (PLC) in an optimis-
tic notation. Thus IPLC) TH(g ) IN), where the hard
photon absorption operator is denoted as TH(g ). Our
notation is that IN) represents a nucleon at rest, and
IN(q)) represents one of momentum q. Then the form
factor is F(Q ) =(N(q) 1TH(Q ) IN).
We assume that for some large Q the PLC has no soft

interaction U with the surrounding nucleons. Then [6]

O=UT„(g') IN). (1)
This is an extreme assumption, and an interesting partial
transparency could occur even if the left-hand side were
as large as half that predicted by taking TH(Q )IN) to
be a normal-sized object. Here we examine Et]. (1).
In the optical approximation U= 4tri Imfp, in which-f represents the PLC-nucleon interaction as a sum of

quark-nucleon scattering operators and p is the density of
target nucleons. Only the dominant imaginary part off is kept, and the nucleonic matrix element (N I4tr
xlmfIN) =o~, the proton-nucleon total cross section.
Taking the nucleon matrix element of Eq. (I) and using
completeness yields

0-trp+X,dMx(N (q)14tr Imf I a,Mx), (a,M~21TH(g') IN) (2a)F g2
in which an intermediate state of mass M~ has a set of quantum numbers (including multiplicity) a. It is useful to
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With these inputs 1,„(Q ) is equal to a~ for values of
M, between 2.4 and 2.6 GeV, depending slightly on s
for Q ~1 GeV . These values of M, do not exceed the
bound required for diAractive dissociation to occur nor
lead to highly virtual states. For partial transparency a
lower value of M, would be obtained. However, even the
extreme condition of Eq. (I) can be satisfied with a
reasonably small value of M, . Thus existing DD and
DIS data allow color transparency to occur.
The above treatment of the integrand is now used to

evaluate a,a of Eq. (4). This could be unrealistic: Not
all of the products of matrix elements are negative and a
sharp cutoff' of the DD cross section is not expected. It is
reasonable to try a form g(Mg) =(M/M~) & (power law)
instead of the previously used g(Mx) =8(M, —Mx)0.6
(sharp cutoff). Values of P ranging from 2.4 to 4.0 allow
the sum-rule relation (2) to be satisfied at each value of
Q . The use of the power-law falloff allows high-mass
Mg states (Mx =Q ) to participate in the integral
without emphasizing the importance of highly virtual
states.
The results for a,g at s =13 GeV are shown in Fig. 1

(for electron scattering s=Q +4M ). If g(Mg) is
given by the power falloff, o,a(1)-l for small I as in Ref.
[10]. If the sharp cutoff is used, a,ti(l)-l for small
values of I as in Ref. [11]. a,& is generally smaller with
the sharp cutoff'because with M, -2.2 GeV large values
of M~ do not appear. Thus p~ —p is prevented from
becoming large, and the cancellation between the two
terms of Eq. (4) is not disturbed much by the phase fac-
tor (p~ —p)I.
We now turn to predicting nuclear color transparency.

We use a,fr to compute (e,e',p) cross sections to be mea-
sured at SLAC [13]. The ratios of cross sections (or
transparency) 7'=a/cr " are shown in Fig. 2. By
~soRN we mean just Z times the free cross section. The
quantities a are (e,e'p) differential cross sections in-
tegrated over the scattering angles of the outgoing proton.
(See Ref. [11]for details. ) Full color transparency corre-
sponds to a ratio of unity. We want to know the energies
for which 7' approaches unity and for which it is substan-
tially greater than that obtained with the standard
Glauber treatment. Both choices of g(M~~) show that ob-
servable increases are obtained for values of q=~q~ as
low as 5 GeV/c, or Q =9 GeV/c . The results of using
the sharp cutoff' are very similar to those of using the
model of Ref. [10], with Mi =1.44 GeV. This follows
from the small value of M, .
The single published experiment aimed at observing

the eff'ects of color transparency is the BNL (p,pp) work
[13] at beam momenta pL ranging from 6 to 12 GeV/c.
The kinematics of the BNL experiment are such that the
basic pp elastic scattering occurs at a center-of-mass an-
gle of 90' if the target proton is at rest. Figure 3 shows
that the experimentally determined transparency T =da/
da " (ratio of nuclear to hydrogen cross section per
nucleon after removing the effects of nucleon motion) has

1.00

0.75

0.25
/

~t..0.00
0.0 2.01.0

i(fm)
FIG. 1. The real part of a,s(l)/a. Dashed line: sharp cutoff

g(M$); dotted line: Eq. (5) with M~ =1.44 GeV; dash-dotted
line: power law g(Mjf).

1.5

unexpected oscillations with energy. Also shown is the
energy-independent expectation of standard Glauber
theory. This independence survived the examinations of
Refs. [21] and [22].
One possibility, suggested by Ralston and Pire [23], is

that the energy dependence is caused by an interference
between a hard amplitude, which produces a small object,
and a soft one (the Landshoff process), which does not.
Kopeliovich and Zakharov [12] and Jennings and Miller
[24] extended this idea by including effects of the expan-
sion of the small object. Another mechanism is that of
Brodsky and de Teramond [25] in which the two-baryon
system couples to charmed quarks [there is a small (6q)
and a large (6q, cc) object]. These two well-motivated
ideas, when combined with the expansion technique of
Ref. [24], do not reproduce the data satisfactorily.
Here we see that using o,a of Eq. (3) leads to a more

accurate description of the data. To approximate
TH(Q ) by 8'i is to assume that the proton-proton
high-Q data vary in a manner similar to Wz. This is
reasonable because in each case the reaction starts with a
quark absorbing high momentum. The Ralston-Pire
mechanism is evaluated using a recent fit by Carlson,

.9 (e,e'p)
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, ~ ~ '
~ '

W ~ ~

C W ~
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~08Pb

.2
10 15
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FIG. 2. The transparency 7' for the (e,e'p) reaction. The
solid line represents the standard Glauber calculation (a,ff
=ai, ). The other curves are defined in Fig. l.
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define the integral term of Eq. (2a) as l(Q ). Then
~, =—l(g') . (2b)
The propagating wave packet is described by the Green s operator acting on !PLC). Expanding in a complete set of

baryon states X, allows one to describe the propagating wave packet as a sum of terms of the form GxTH(Q )!N),
where GL is the eikonal propagator. Thus as the PLC propagates through a length I, each baryonic component L ac-
quires a phase factor e' with px=p +Mtv —Mx. Here p, px, and l are magnitudes of three-vectors. The different
phases upset the cancellation inherent in Eq. (I) so interactions do occur. To include these, note that the first-order
scattering term is the sum (integral) of nucleonic matrix elements of UGxTH. The resulting scattering term is similar to
the corresponding standard Glauber result (here Glauber always refers to calculations of nuclear distortions) except that
a new quantity, defined as o,ir, appears instead of o~ [11,15]:

o Ir(l) —= tr +g J dM'(N(q)!4tr lmf! tt, M')e' F(g') (3)

Equation (2a) follows from the assumption that the
PLC does not interact, but its form as a sum rule involv-
ing hadronic matrix elements may seem surprising. It is
therefore encouraging that the vanishing left-hand side
does occur in the model of Jennings and Miller (JM)
[11]. The consequence of their model is that Eq. (3) ap-
pears as

JM(l) ~ (I /IPi PIt) (4)
where the subscript 1 refers to the single excited state
contributing to the integral term in Eq. (3). The quantity

(p —p I ) = (M I
—Mtv)/2p for large p, so that (M I—Mtv) '—= rII plays the role of a time scale for PLC ex-

pansion. If ro« I (a nuclear radius), the two terms in
Eq. (4) cancel and transparency occurs; otherwise, final-
state interactions occur.
The previous two-state model has some desirable

features, but it is not realistic because a continuum of nu-
cleon resonances and multipion states are excited in
pp pL reactions. We therefore use experimental ob-
servations of the matrix elements appearing in Eqs. (2)
and (3). Thus

I/2

!(N(q)!4~f!a,Mx)!-
dt dMx

d2 Dls
!(~M'!TH(g')I»I =

dQdMx
(s)

where DD (DIS) stands for diffractive dissociation (deep
inelastic scattering). In DD a fast proton breaks into the
state a,Mx without exciting the bound target nucleon.
The matrix element of TH is obtained by dividing the
DIS cross section by the Mott cross section, 0~.
The above are cross sections for final states, a,M~.

These can be related [16,17] to cross sections obtained by
summing over a by defining probabilities P ' ' (a):

DD, DIS(~) pDD, DIS( M2)d DD, DIS

where Q, P ' ' (a,Mx) =1. Measurements [16,17]

~ (M+M, )'

where M and M are nucleon and pion masses. The fac-
tor W2(x, g )/2M arises from relating the matrix ele-
ment of TH to measured DIS cross sections for relevant
experimental kinematics where W2 is more important
than Wi, F(Q ) is a linear combination of electric and
magnetic form factors evaluated at the same kinematics.
We now evaluate l,„(g ) and compare it to measured

values of cd [18]. We use Atwood's [19] parametriza-
tion of W2(x, g ) and Goulianos's [20] tabulation of
d o /dtdMx at t = —0.047 GeV . The factor

g [pDD( M2)pDIS( M2)] I/2

show that P ' (a) is a peaked but broad function of
multiplicities.
Evaluating the integrals of Eqs. (2), (3) using only data

requires knowledge of the measurable relative phases of
the matrix elements; these are presently unknown. Nev-
ertheless, we can see if existing data rule out Eq. (2).
This is because the integral term has a lower (negative)
limit, obtained by taking each product of matrix elements
to be negative. If this limit was much less (in magnitude)
than o~ color transparency would be ruled out. The in-
tegral —l(g ) of Eq. (2b) can be written as

[p DD(& M 2 )p DIS(& M 2 )] I/2X & X l ( 2)F(g')
! is replaced by the function g(Mx):2

g(Mx) =g[P (a,Mx)P ' (a,Mx)l ' XPhase(a), (7)

where Phase(tt) is the relative phase of the matrix ele-
ments. This includes the eff'ects of the currently unknown
phases. Taking the probability functions P,P ' from
Ref. [16] for DIS and Ref. [17] for diffractive dissocia-
tion we estimate the sum over a to be approximately D.6
for low values of Mx. Assuming g(Mx) has a sharp
cutoA at M& =M, , we evaluate Im, „by integrating over
M~ up to this cutoA.
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Suppression of PLC in reactions 
– Color Transparency    

Reduced initial, final state interactions in high 
Q2 quasielastic nuclear reactions (p,pp),(e,e’p), 
(e,e’,π), (e,e’ !), (π +A →jet +jet +A, FermiLab) 
      WHY? 
1. high Q2  hadronic exclusive reactions proceed 

by PLC formation - Brodsky, Mueller ‘82 
2. PLC have small scattering amplitudes-gluon 

emission amplitudes cancel- coherent 
3. Problem-PLC expands as it moves 
    Strikman, Frankfurt ’88, Jennings & Miller 

’90,’91- Need high energies



d

Gluonic strong interaction

σ=C d2

Gluon distribution -x, d dependence - can go from transparent to opaque
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Jennings and Miller

z

lc
=

z�M2

2
�

Q2 + Q4

4M2

Kinematics (ep)  elastic scattering 



Ratio of cross-sections for exclusive processes  
from nuclei to  nucleons is called Transparency

= free (nucleon) cross-section

parameterized as = 

Nucleon Nucleus

A + B’ à C + D + XA + B à C + D 

Exclusive Processes

σ(A)

Ασo

TA  =
σo

σ(A)

Traditional nuclear physics calculations (Glauber 
calculations) predict transparency to be energy 
independent .



Signature of Color Transparency

The signature of CT is the rising of the 
nuclear transparency TA 

with increasing hardness Q2 of reaction 
(Q)
TA

Q2

Complete transparency

Glauber
Expansion region



Quasi-elastic A(p,2p) : BNL E834, E850

  
Ralston and Pire : 
Interference between short and long 
distance amplitude in the free pp  
cross-section where the nuclear medium  
acts as a filter for the long distance  
amplitudes 

Brodsky and De Teramond : Unexpected decrease could be related to the crossing 
of the open-charm threshold 
Problem- Fermi motion correction, experimental resolution???

Landshoff process in pp

PLC plus Blob like configuration- BLC

Do better expt!



Transparencies-preliminary

April APS Meeting, Denver 33

MIT-Bates

SLAC NE-18

JLab Hall C -1
JLab Hall C -2 JLab Hall C 

–This Experiment

preliminary

Glauber

Relativistic Glauber + CT
CT3

CT1

2.9        4.0        5.1        6.3        7.3        8.3      Pp [GeV]   

Holly S-V talk



⇡(P⇡)
q̄(zP⇡,kt)

q((1� z)P⇡,kt)

The one that worked

• final state      becomes 2 high rel. moment 
jets, select      PLC component of pion 

•              before hit target, no expansion 
• one interaction                            
• Coherent process- enhanced! 

30

⇡ +N(A) ! “2 high transverse momentum jets” +N(A)

ground state                              ground state  

g g

qq̄

⇡ ! qq̄

f ⇠ id2 ⇠ i/k2
t

MA(forward) / Af

Phys.Lett. B304 (1993) 1
FMS
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π + N(A) → “2 high pt jets′′ + N(A)

Mechanism:
Pion approaches the target in a frozen small size qq̄ configuration
and scatters elastically via interaction with Gtarget(x, Q2).

the first analysis for πp scattering Randa(80), nuclear effects - Bertsch, Brodsky,
Goldhaber, Gunion (81), pQCD treatment: Frankfurt, Miller, MS (93)

q

q

!

t

A(N) A(N)

(1-z)P

zP

!

!

, k

-k

t

A(π + N → 2 jets + N)(z, pt, t = 0) ∝
!

d2dψqq̄
π (z, d)σ”qq̄”−N(A)(d, s) exp(ikt · d),

d = rq
t − rq̄

t , ψqq̄
π (z, d) ∝ z(1 − z)d→0 is the light-cone qq̄ pion wave function.

M.Strikman

Dominant diagram 

Examples of the Suppressed diagrams 

gluon in the initial and final state wave functions are effec-

tively the same as for a gluon interaction with quarks except

for the Casimir operator of the color group in the octet and

the triplet representation. A subtle point of calculation is to

evaluate the z dependence of this ratio. For certainty in the

evaluation of term T2 we assume that the nonperturbative

pion wave function is equal to the asymptotic one.

Thus the ratio is determined by the color content of color

flow in the pion wave function and the quark color and by

the dependence of energy denominators on the fraction of

pion momentum carried by quarks and gluons. So

T2

T1
!
F2!8 "

F2!3 "! "1#
1

z!1"z "
#

z

!1"z "2
ln z

#
!1"z "

z2
ln!1"z " " . !24"

Here F2(i) !for i!8,3" is the Casimir operator for octet and
triplet representations of color group SU(3)c . The ratio

T2 /T1 is #0.5 for z!1/2, remains nearly constant for #z
" .5#$0.3 and increases to 9/8 at z!0,1. This term is addi-

tionally suppressed by the Sudakov-type form factor and by

the form factor w2—see the discussion below.

C. Final state interaction of the qq̄ pair—T3

The interaction with the target gluons may occur before

the interaction between quarks in the final state, and the re-

lated amplitudes are denoted as T3, see Figs. 5 and 6.

The term T3a includes the effect of the final state qq̄

interaction. Figure 6 includes the interaction of a target gluon

with color flow in the wave function of final state.

We need to evaluate only the s" ,u" channel cuts of the

diagram %and use Eq. !3" to get any necessary real part&. It is
useful to define l t as the quark transverse momentum within

the pion wave function. Then there are two kinematic re-

gimes to consider. The first has l t$' t , k1t$' t , and the sec-

ond l t
2(k1t

2 (' t
2 . We consider the former regime first, as it is

expected to be more important. In this case, we shall employ

conservation of the four-momentum to evaluate x2. Conser-

vation of the four-momentum can be used to relate the inter-

mediate state !denoted by the vertical dashed line, occurring
between the emission and the absorption of the gluons by the

target in the diagram of Fig. 5 %35&" of momentum p̃ with

p̃2)m̃2 with the intermediate state. The mass of the qq̄ in-

termediate state is given by

m̃2#x1*"x1+*"k1t
2 !25"

where + is the light cone fraction of the pion momentum

carried by an exchanged gluon: +!"k1
"/p,

"!"k2
"/p,

" .

Thus we arrive at the equation

x1!
m̃2#k1t

2

!1"+"*
. !26"

It follows from the requirement of positivity of energies of

all produced particles in the intermediate states that 0$+
$1. We can now calculate m̃2 directly in terms of the light

cone momenta of the qq̄ pair in the intermediate state:

m̃2!! l t2
z

#
!k1t"l t"

2

1"z"+ " !1"+""k1t
2 . !27"

Combining Eqs. !25",!27" we obtain

l t
2

z
#

!k1t"l t"
2

1"+"z
!x1* , !28"

which, when using Eq. !5", leads to

x1!
1

* ! l t2
z

#
!k1t"l t"

2

1"+"z
" !

m2 jet
2

*
#x2 . !29"

Therefore

x2!
1

* ! l t2
z

#
!k1t"l t"

2

1"+"z
"

' t
2

z!1"z " " . !30"

In order for the term T3a to compete with T1a we need to

have l t$' t , k1t$' t—otherwise T3a will be additionally

suppressed by the power of ' t
2 ,-s . These kinematics cause

Eq. !30" to yield the result "x2.' t
2/* .

This argument can be carried out for all combinations of

diagrams represented by Fig. 5. For example, another attach-

ment of gluons, in which the gluon k1 is absorbed by the

quark, corresponds to interchanging z with 1"z , and there-

FIG. 3. Contribution to T2a of the qq̄g intermediate state. The

exchanged gluon interacts with with each of the target gluons.

There is also a diagram in which the gluons from the target are

crossed, and another two in which the exchanged gluon is emitted

by the anti-quark. Only a single diagram of the four that contribute

is shown.

FIG. 4. Contribution to T2b from the qq̄g intermediate state.

The interaction of one target gluon field with an exchanged gluon in

the intermediate states. There is also a diagram in which the gluons

from the target are crossed, and another group in which the ex-

changed gluon is emitted by the anti-quark. Only one of 16 dia-

grams that contribute is shown.
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fore leads to the same result for x2. Evidently this result for

x2 is valid in the leading !sln "t
2/#QCD

2 approximation also.

Thus we consider the second situation: l t
2$k1t

2 $" t
2 . In this

case, the initial pion wave function contains a hard quark,

and we discuss hard radiative correction in the next order of

!s . This is the typical situation in which there are extra hard

lines, as compared with the dominant terms, and one obtains

a suppression factor $1/" t
2 which could be compensated by

the d2kt integral. However, this integral does not produce

ln "t
2/#QCD

2 because the region of integration is too narrow.

So this contribution is at most the non-leading-order %NLO&
correction over !s . But we restrict ourselves by the leading-

order %LO& contribution only.
The presence of color flow in the wave function of the

final state leads to the interaction of a target gluon with a

gluon in the wave function of the final state; see Fig. 6. This

term is suppressed by an additional power of 1/" t
2 . The proof

of this statement repeats the same reasoning as that explain-

ing the suppression of the term T1b . It heavily uses the WW

and the Gribov representations, discussed in Sec. II A, and

the identities which follow from the antisymmetry of the

vertex for the three gluon interaction, the color neutrality of

the pion wave function, and the dijet final state. In the deri-

vation it is helpful to use the observation that effectively

!x2!'" t
2/( . Evidently similar reasoning is applicable in com-

puting amplitudes to leading order in !s and all orders in

!sln "t
2/lt
2 .

Repeating the same reasoning as in the estimate of the

terms of T1a ,T1b , and remembering that !x2)" t
2/( we

achieve the estimate T3'!s
2x1GA(x1 ,x2 ," t

2)/" t
4 . It is in-

structive to investigate whether the Feynman mechanism,

where the leading quark %anti-quark& carries a fraction of the
pion momentum z! close to 1 but high momentum jets are

formed by the action of a final state interaction, may compete

with the PQCD description. In this case transverse momenta

of constituents l t in the pion wave function are expected to

be equal to the mean transverse momenta of partons in the

non-perturbative regime. For certainty let us model the Feyn-

man mechanism by assuming that recoil system is quark

%anti-quark& with momentum 1!z! close to 0. Within this
model we will obtain Feynman diagrams for the term T2, but

with the region of integration defined by the Feynman

mechanism. A simple dimensional evaluation of term T3 due

to the Feynman mechanism within the Gribov representation

shows that it is suppressed by the powers of " t . The contri-

bution of the region l t
2/(1!z!)"M 2 jet

2 has been considered

above—it is additionally suppressed for the Feynman mecha-

nism by the restriction of the region of integration over z!.
Thus our next discussion is restricted by the consideration of

the contribution of the region, l t
2/(1!z!)*M 2 jet

2 :

T3'
1

" t
2" +,%z!,l t

2&
1

Mint
2 !M 2 jet

2

% l t&
2

%1!z!&
d2l tdz!. %31&

In the above formulas we use the Brodsky-Lepage conven-

tion for the definition of wave functions and retain terms

maximally singular when z!→1. Power counting is simple:

the factor l t
2/(1!z!)" t

2 is from the gluon exchange in the

final state. The factor l t
2/(1!z!) is singular when z!→1. It

originates from the quark vertexes accompanying the propa-

gator of the gluon exchanged in the wave function of final

state. Here 1/(1!z!) follows from a transition when a frac-

tion of the pion momentum carried by a quark tends to 0.

The factor M 2(2 jet)!l t
2/z!(1!z!) in the denominator is

due the fermion propagator adjacent to the hard gluon ex-

change in the wave function of the final state. Here Mint
2

)(mrec
2 #l t

2)/(1!z!) is the mass of an intermediate state,
and mrec

2 is the invariant mass of the recoil system in the

Feynman mechanism. In the region of integration 1!z!
"l t

2/M 2 jet
2 one may neglect by M 2(2 jet) in the denominator

as compared to l t
2/(1!z!). So one obtains T2

'(1/" t
2)-+,(z!,l t

2)d2l tdz!. In this case, another factor of
1/" t

4 arises from the integration over z!. Hence we have
found that the Feynman mechanism is a higher twist correc-

tion to the PQCD contribution. The Feynman mechanism is

further suppressed by the requirement of a lack of collinear

to pion momentum radiation—see the discussion below.

D. Gluon admixture to the wave functions of initial and final

states—T4

The Feynman diagram corresponding to Fig. 7 contains

the time ordering corresponding to the qq̄g configuration in

the pion wave function interacting with the quarks in the

final state. In taking the imaginary part of the amplitude, the

intermediate state must contain a hard on-shell quark and a

hard on-shell gluon. But such a state cannot be produced by

a soft almost on-shell quark in the initial state, so there is an

additional suppression factor, caused by the rapid decrease of

the non-perturbative pion wave function with increasing

FIG. 5. Contribution to T3a . The high momentum component of

the final qq̄ pair interacts with the two-gluon field of the target.

Only a single diagram of the eight that contribute is shown.

FIG. 6. Contribution to T3b . A gluon from the two-gluon field

of the target interacts with the high momentum component of the

final qq̄ pair wave function. Only a single diagram of the eight that

contribute is shown.
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quark virtuality. This factor is greater than a power of ! t
2 .

One may also consider the case when the transverse mo-

menta of quarks in the pion wave function are large enough

to use PQCD. Then the large virtuality of the quark intro-

duces a suppression factor of 1/! t
2l t
2 , with at least one power

of 1/! t
2 arising from the quark line for the transition q

→qg and another factor of 1/l t
2 arising from the pion wave

function. There are additional factors: 1/! t
2 arises from the

hard fermion line, and 1/! t
4 from the application of Ward

identities and the condition x1" ,x2"#! t
2 . A factor of ! t

2l t
2 is

present in the numerator, with ! t
2 originating from the verti-

ces in the WW representation and l t
2 from the integration

over quark momenta in the pion wave function. All in all this

amplitude is suppressed by the factor l t
2/(! t

2)3. Another case

occurs when l t
2#! t

2 . Then this diagram will be suppressed as

compared to T1 at least by one power of $s without the large

factor ln !t
2/%QCD

2 . But here we restrict ourselves to the

analysis of LO corrections.

Similar reasoning helps to prove that the contribution of

diagrams in Fig. 6 is suppressed by a factor l t
2/! t

2 as com-

pared to that in Fig. 1. This is the power-type suppression if

the pion wave function is non-perturbative, and may be a

NLO $s correction if the perturbative high momentum tail is

included in the pion wave function.

Another contribution to T4 arises from the sum of Feyn-

man diagrams in which the gluon exchange between the q

and q̄ in the beam occurs during the interaction with the

target, see Figs. 8, 9, and 10. The naive expectation is that

such terms, which amount to having a gluon exchanged dur-

ing the very short interaction time characteristic of the two

gluon exchange process occurring at high energies, must be

very small indeed.

The intent of this section is to use the analytic properties

of the scattering amplitude to show that T4 is negligible.

Instead of calculating the sum of the imaginary parts of all of

the amplitudes, we will prove that this sum vanishes by ana-

lyzing analytic properties of the important diagrams. Each

considered diagram contains a product of an intermediate-

state quark and anti-quark propagator. At high energies, these

propagators are controlled by the terms of highest power of

x1 2p•p&!x1" , and 'as to be shown( have poles in the
complex x1 plane which are located on one side of the con-

tour of integration. The sign of the term containing (") in
each propagator unambiguously follows from the directions

of pion and target momenta. If we can show that the typical

integral is of the form

! dx1
1

'$x1""a#i)('*x1""b#i)(
, $ ,*$0

'32(

the proof would be complete.

We now consider the Feynman graphs, starting with Fig.

9. Once again we compute the imaginary part of the graph

and consider the intermediate state as being on the energy

shell. The propagator for the line 'a( has the factor

'k1#z!p&(2"mq
2!z!x1"#••• , '33(

while that of the near-mass-shell line 'b( is independent of
x1, because the quark momenta in the final state and in the

pion wave function are not connected with the target mo-

mentum. The propagator of line 'c( has the factor

'k2#q1(
2"mq

2!x2z"#•••!x1z"#••• . '34(

Here q1 is the momentum of the jet (z ,! t) and ••• denotes
the terms which are independent of x1. The last equation is

obtained from using Eqs. '5(,'7(. The results '33(,'34( show
that the diagram of Fig. 9 takes on the mathematical form of

the integral '32(. Thus this term vanishes.

We also consider the diagram of Fig. 10. In this case there

are three propagators 'a(,'b(,'c( that have a term proportional
to x1" , but the coefficients are not all positive. The propaga-
tor factor for line 'a( is given by

'x1p&#k1(
2!x1z!"#••• , '35(

while that of line 'c( is given by

'k2#q2(
2"mq

2!x2'1"z ("#•••!'1"z (x1"#••• .
'36(

At the same time, the coefficient multiplying x1 in the propa-

gator 'b( 'gluon production( has no definite sign. Thus for

FIG. 7. A time ordering that contributes to T4. The qq̄g state

interacts with the target. Only a single diagram of the eight where a

gluon interacts with quarks in a pion fragmentation region that con-

tribute is shown.

FIG. 8. A contribution to T4b . The target gluon absorbs a gluon

of pion wave function. Only one diagram of the eight that occur is

shown.
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fore leads to the same result for x2. Evidently this result for

x2 is valid in the leading !sln "t
2/#QCD

2 approximation also.

Thus we consider the second situation: l t
2$k1t

2 $" t
2 . In this

case, the initial pion wave function contains a hard quark,

and we discuss hard radiative correction in the next order of

!s . This is the typical situation in which there are extra hard

lines, as compared with the dominant terms, and one obtains

a suppression factor $1/" t
2 which could be compensated by

the d2kt integral. However, this integral does not produce

ln "t
2/#QCD

2 because the region of integration is too narrow.

So this contribution is at most the non-leading-order %NLO&
correction over !s . But we restrict ourselves by the leading-

order %LO& contribution only.
The presence of color flow in the wave function of the

final state leads to the interaction of a target gluon with a

gluon in the wave function of the final state; see Fig. 6. This

term is suppressed by an additional power of 1/" t
2 . The proof

of this statement repeats the same reasoning as that explain-

ing the suppression of the term T1b . It heavily uses the WW

and the Gribov representations, discussed in Sec. II A, and

the identities which follow from the antisymmetry of the

vertex for the three gluon interaction, the color neutrality of

the pion wave function, and the dijet final state. In the deri-

vation it is helpful to use the observation that effectively

!x2!'" t
2/( . Evidently similar reasoning is applicable in com-

puting amplitudes to leading order in !s and all orders in

!sln "t
2/lt
2 .

Repeating the same reasoning as in the estimate of the

terms of T1a ,T1b , and remembering that !x2)" t
2/( we

achieve the estimate T3'!s
2x1GA(x1 ,x2 ," t

2)/" t
4 . It is in-

structive to investigate whether the Feynman mechanism,

where the leading quark %anti-quark& carries a fraction of the
pion momentum z! close to 1 but high momentum jets are

formed by the action of a final state interaction, may compete

with the PQCD description. In this case transverse momenta

of constituents l t in the pion wave function are expected to

be equal to the mean transverse momenta of partons in the

non-perturbative regime. For certainty let us model the Feyn-

man mechanism by assuming that recoil system is quark

%anti-quark& with momentum 1!z! close to 0. Within this
model we will obtain Feynman diagrams for the term T2, but

with the region of integration defined by the Feynman

mechanism. A simple dimensional evaluation of term T3 due

to the Feynman mechanism within the Gribov representation

shows that it is suppressed by the powers of " t . The contri-

bution of the region l t
2/(1!z!)"M 2 jet

2 has been considered

above—it is additionally suppressed for the Feynman mecha-

nism by the restriction of the region of integration over z!.
Thus our next discussion is restricted by the consideration of

the contribution of the region, l t
2/(1!z!)*M 2 jet

2 :

T3'
1

" t
2" +,%z!,l t

2&
1

Mint
2 !M 2 jet

2

% l t&
2

%1!z!&
d2l tdz!. %31&

In the above formulas we use the Brodsky-Lepage conven-

tion for the definition of wave functions and retain terms

maximally singular when z!→1. Power counting is simple:

the factor l t
2/(1!z!)" t

2 is from the gluon exchange in the

final state. The factor l t
2/(1!z!) is singular when z!→1. It

originates from the quark vertexes accompanying the propa-

gator of the gluon exchanged in the wave function of final

state. Here 1/(1!z!) follows from a transition when a frac-

tion of the pion momentum carried by a quark tends to 0.

The factor M 2(2 jet)!l t
2/z!(1!z!) in the denominator is

due the fermion propagator adjacent to the hard gluon ex-

change in the wave function of the final state. Here Mint
2

)(mrec
2 #l t

2)/(1!z!) is the mass of an intermediate state,
and mrec

2 is the invariant mass of the recoil system in the

Feynman mechanism. In the region of integration 1!z!
"l t

2/M 2 jet
2 one may neglect by M 2(2 jet) in the denominator

as compared to l t
2/(1!z!). So one obtains T2

'(1/" t
2)-+,(z!,l t

2)d2l tdz!. In this case, another factor of
1/" t

4 arises from the integration over z!. Hence we have
found that the Feynman mechanism is a higher twist correc-

tion to the PQCD contribution. The Feynman mechanism is

further suppressed by the requirement of a lack of collinear

to pion momentum radiation—see the discussion below.

D. Gluon admixture to the wave functions of initial and final

states—T4

The Feynman diagram corresponding to Fig. 7 contains

the time ordering corresponding to the qq̄g configuration in

the pion wave function interacting with the quarks in the

final state. In taking the imaginary part of the amplitude, the

intermediate state must contain a hard on-shell quark and a

hard on-shell gluon. But such a state cannot be produced by

a soft almost on-shell quark in the initial state, so there is an

additional suppression factor, caused by the rapid decrease of

the non-perturbative pion wave function with increasing

FIG. 5. Contribution to T3a . The high momentum component of

the final qq̄ pair interacts with the two-gluon field of the target.

Only a single diagram of the eight that contribute is shown.

FIG. 6. Contribution to T3b . A gluon from the two-gluon field

of the target interacts with the high momentum component of the

final qq̄ pair wave function. Only a single diagram of the eight that

contribute is shown.
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Later M(A) = A et R(A)M(N) GA
AGN

1993 predictions Frankfurt, Miller, Strikman

M(A) =A et R(A) M(N) , σ(A)~A4/3 + O(1/k^2) ~A1.55

Naive expectation M(A)~ A1/3  (nuclear path 
length), inelastic diffraction FMS93: M(A)~ A.7  

kt>1.5 GeV/c
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z-dependence confirmed, high kt

34
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Fig. 22. The u distribution of diffractive dijets from the platinum target for 1.25 ≤ kt ≤ 1.5 GeV/c (left) and for
1.5 ≤ kt ≤ 2.5 GeV/c (right). The solid line is a fit to a combination of the asymptotic and CZ distribution amplitudes.
The dashed line shows the contribution from the asymptotic function and the dotted line that of the CZ function.

They were identified through the e−bq2t dependence of their yield (q2t is the square of the trans-
verse momentum transferred to the nucleus and b = ⟨R2⟩

3 where R is the nuclear radius).
For measurement of the wave function the most forward events (q2t < 0.015 GeV/c2) from

the platinum target were used, see Fig. 14. For these events, the value of u was computed from
the measured longitudinal momenta of the jets. The analysis was carried out in two windows of
transverse momentum kt : 1.25 GeV/c ≤ kt ≤ 1.5 GeV/c and 1.5 GeV/c ≤ kt ≤ 2.5 GeV/c.
The resulting u distributions are shown in Fig. 22. In order to get a measure of the correspondence
between the experimental results and the calculated distribution amplitudes, the results were fit
with a linear combination of squares of the two distribution amplitudes after smearing, as shown
on the right side of Fig. 21. This assumes an incoherent combination of the two distribution
amplitudes and that the evolution of the Chernyak–Zhitnitsky function is slow (as stated in [32]).
The results for the higher kt window show that the asymptotic distribution amplitude describes

the data very well. Hence, for kt > 1.5 GeV/c, which translates to Q2 ∼ 10 (GeV/c)2, the
pQCD approach that led to construction of the asymptotic distribution amplitude is reasonable.
The distribution in the lower window is consistent with a significant contribution from the
Chernyak–Zhitnitsky distribution amplitude or may indicate contributions due to other non-
perturbative effects.
The quantity measured in this experiment, the distribution of longitudinal momentumwithin a

kt window, is not exactly the distribution amplitude. The latter is an integral over kt with a lower
limit of zero, covering the low Q2 non-perturbative region (Eq. (4)). The results can be regarded
instead as representing the square of the light-conewave function averaged over kt in the window:
ψ2qq̄(u, ⟨kt ⟩). With the measured kt -dependence described in Section 3.3.4 the average values are
⟨kt ⟩ = 1.34 GeV/c and 1.75 GeV/c for the low and high kt windows, respectively:ψ2qq̄(u, 1.34)
and ψ2qq̄(u, 1.75) were measured. Alternatively, the results for each window can be related to the
difference of distribution amplitudes:

!!!!

" k2

k1
ψ(u, kt )d2kt

!!!!
2

= |φ(u, k2) − φ(u, k1)|2. (48)

u=z of previous



E791 summary

• Color transparency discovered factor 
of 7 over Glauber  

• seen clearly for kt=1.8,2.3 GeV/c 
• corresponds to Q2=3.2, 5.3 GeV2 low 

values accessible at Jlab 
• pπ

  is large –no expansion 
• plc made at Jlab only problem is 

expansion:small effects at Jlab6 
should be strong signals at Jlab12



Color Transparency in meson production
• (e,e’ π) – E01-107 
• (e,e’,ρ0) –CLAS eg2 
• should be easier to have q q close together 

than qqq 
• Pion decays - W emission, must have PLC 
• Pion has a PLC-singular central charge density 
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FIG. 5: (Color online) Three–dimensional rendering of the
transverse charge density in the pion, as obtained from the
dispersion integral Eq.(3) evaluated with the GS form factor
parametrization of Ref. [33]; cf. Figs. 3 and 4.

near threshold becomes important; see Sec. V). What
is more, the dispersion result follows the zero–width ρ
curve down to much smaller distances, being only a few
percent smaller down to b = 0.01 fm. This shows that
there are very strong cancellations between the effective
poles parametrizing the high–mass continuum. As we
just demonstrated, there is considerable uncertainty in
the dispersion result for the density at such small dis-
tances. However, there is the intriguing possibility that
the density might effectively be described by vector me-
son dominance down to distances significantly smaller
than the inverse ρ meson mass, m−1

ρ = 0.25 fm.
In Fig. 5 we show a 3–dimensional rendering of the

transverse charge density, which conveys also the infor-
mation on the supporting area and thus gives an impres-
sion of the true physical shape of the fast–moving pion
as seen by an electromagnetic probe. Our dispersion ap-
proach provides a data–based image of the pion’s trans-
verse structure at small distances with unprecedented
precision. One clearly sees the strong rise of the trans-
verse density toward the center. This remarkable obser-
vation calls for a microscopic explanation in terms of the
pion’s partonic structure.

IV. IMPLICATIONS FOR PION PARTONIC
STRUCTURE

The results of our empirical study of the transverse
charge density have interesting implications for the par-
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FIG. 6: Probability accumulation Eq. (7) in the transverse
density (cf. Figs. 3 and 4). Solid line: Dispersion integral
(GS parametrization). Dashed line: Zero–width ρmeson pole.
The arrow indicates the experimental RMS transverse charge
radius.

tonic structure of the pion in QCD. The transverse charge
density puts constraints on the possible distribution of
transverse sizes of configurations in the pion’s partonic
wave function. A useful quantity to consider is the inte-
gral of the transverse charge density up to a given dis-
tance,

P (b) ≡
!

d2b Θ(b− b′) ρπ(b
′), (7)

which determines the cumulative probability for configu-
rations contributing to the transverse density at the dis-
tance b. The probability obtained from our dispersion
result for the charge density (cf. Figs. 3 and 4) is shown
in Fig. 6, together with that obtained from a zero–width
ρ meson pole (cf. Eq. 6),

P (b)zero−width = mρbK1(mρb). (8)

The probability reaches 1/2 at b = 0.33 fm, a value some-
what smaller than the root of the mean squared (RMS)

transverse radius, ⟨b2⟩1/2π = 0.53 fm. This is to be ex-
pected, as large–size configurations are counted with a
higher weight in the average of b2 than than the me-
dian. The RMS transverse radius calculated from our
dispersion integral for the charge density agrees very well
with the value extracted from the slope of the low–t
pion form factor measured in πe scattering experiments,
⟨r2⟩π = (3/2)⟨b2⟩π = 0.439± 0.008 fm2 [1, 2], as was al-
ready noted in the discussion of the fit to the timelike
form factor data in Ref. [33].

To understand how the transverse charge density is re-
lated to the partonic structure it is necessary to recall

Three–dimensional rendering of the transverse charge density in the 
pion, as obtained from the dispersion integral ☀ evaluated with the 

Gounaris-Sakurai form factor parametrization of Brush et al.

Consistent with singular structure of the transverse charge density in the 
pion  extracted from the data using dispersion technique
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The transverse charge density in the pion can be represented as a dispersion integral of the imag-
inary part of the pion form factor in the timelike region. This formulation incorporates information
from e+e− annihilation experiments and allows one to reconstruct the transverse density much
more accurately than from the spacelike pion form factor data alone. We calculate the transverse
density using an empirical parametrization of the timelike pion form factor and estimate that it is
determined to an accuracy of ∼ 10% at a distance b ∼ 0.1 fm, and significantly better at larger
distances. The density is found to be close to that obtained from a zero–width ρ meson pole over a
wide range and shows a pronounced rise at small distances. The resulting two–dimensional image of
the fast–moving pion can be interpreted in terms of its partonic structure in QCD. We argue that
the singular behavior of the charge density at the center requires a substantial presence of pointlike
configurations in the pion’s partonic wave function, which can be probed in other high–momentum
transfer processes.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Learning to describe the structure and interaction of
hadrons on the basis of QCD is one of the main objectives
of nuclear physics. An essential step in this program is
to understand the structure of the pion, a nearly mass-
less excitation of the QCD vacuum with pseudoscalar
quantum numbers. The pion plays a central role in nu-
clear physics as the carrier of the long–range force be-
tween nucleons and a harbinger of spontaneous symme-
try breaking. The importance of the pion has been rec-
ognized by intense experimental and theoretical activity
aimed at measuring its properties and understanding its
structure. The pion electromagnetic form factor Fπ(t)
was measured at spacelike momentum transfers through
pion–electron scattering [1, 2] and pion electroproduc-
tion on the nucleon [3–6]; new measurements in the re-
gion |t| ∼ few GeV2 are planned with the Jefferson Lab
12 GeV Upgrade [7]. In the timelike region the modu-
lus of the (complex) pion form factor, |Fπ(t)|, was deter-
mined in a series of e+e− experiments [8–12]; see Ref. [13]
for a compilation of the older data.

The concept of transverse densities [14], whose prop-
erties were explored in several recent works [15, 16], pro-
vides a model-independent way to relate the form factors
of hadrons to their fundamental quark/gluon structure in
QCD. Defined as the 2–dimensional Fourier transforms of
the elastic form factors, the transverse densities describe
the distribution of charge and magnetization in the plane
transverse to the direction of motion of a fast hadron; see
Ref. [17] for a review. They are closely related to the par-
ton picture of hadron structure in high–energy processes
and correspond to a reduction of the generalized par-
ton distributions (or GPDs) describing the distribution
of quarks/antiquarks with respect to longitudinal mo-

mentum and transverse position [18, 19]. It is therefore
natural to attempt to interpret the pion form factor data
in terms of the transverse charge density in the pion.
In particular, the density at small transverse distances
b ≪ 1 fm places constraints on the probability of point-
like configurations (or PLCs) in the pion — qq̄ configu-
rations in the partonic wave function of a transverse size
much smaller than the typical hadronic radius [20]. Such
configurations play an important role in high–momentum
transfer reactions involving pions, such as the pion tran-
sition form factor γ∗γ → π0 [21, 22] or pion production in
large–angle scattering processes [23]. They are essential
for the physics of the color transparency phenomenon
predicted by QCD [24, 25], which is studied in high–
energy pion dissociation on nuclear targets [26, 27] and
electromagnetic pion knockout [28, 29] and is closely re-
lated to the existence of factorization theorems for hard
meson production processes. The dynamical origin of
PLCs — whether they are generated through perturba-
tive QCD interactions with large–size configurations or
by non-perturbative mechanisms, remains a subject of
intense study.
The transverse charge density in the pion is defined

as the 2–dimensional Fourier transform of the spacelike
pion form factor,

ρπ(b) =

∞!
0

dQ

2π
QJ0(Qb) Fπ(t = −Q2), (1)

where Fπ is regarded as a function of the invariant mo-
mentum transfer t. The function ρπ(b) gives the prob-
ability that charge is located at a transverse separa-
tion b from the transverse center of momentum, with"
d2b ρπ(b) = 1. The definition Eq. (1) may in princi-

ple be used to calculate the charge density directly from

2

the spacelike form factor data. In the nucleon case,
where the spacelike form factors can be extracted di-
rectly from the measured eN elastic scattering cross sec-
tion and are known up to rather large momentum trans-
fers, this approach has been quite successful; see Ref. [30]
for an assessment of the uncertainties. In the pion case
the spacelike form factor at momentum transfers above
Q2 > 0.25GeV2 was extracted only indirectly in electro-
production experiments on the nucleonN(e, e′π)N ′, with
substantial model dependence, and is known only poorly
at higher Q2, rendering such a program difficult. How-
ever, for the pion one has another avenue for evaluating
the transverse density, based on a dispersion representa-
tion for the pion form factor. Noting that the singulari-
ties of Fπ(t) as an analytic function of t are confined to a
cut along the positive real axis starting at t = 4m2

π, the
form factor can be expressed as [31]

Fπ(t) =

∞!

4m2
π

dt′

t′ − t+ i0

ImFπ(t′)

π
. (2)

The asymptotic behavior expected from perturbative
QCD, Fπ(t) ∼ αs(t)/|t| for t → ∞, allows the use of
an unsubtracted dispersion relation [44]. Substitution of
Eq. (2) in Eq. (1) leads to the result [32]

ρπ(b) =

∞!

4m2
π

dt

2π
K0(

√
tb)

ImFπ(t+ i0)

π
. (3)

This representation of the charge density as a dispersion
integral over the imaginary part (or spectral function) of
the timelike pion form factor has an interesting “filter-
ing” property. The exponential drop–off of the modified
Bessel function K0 at large arguments causes the inte-
grand of Eq. (3) to decrease exponentially at large t and
ensures that only values

√
t ∼ 1/b in the spectral func-

tion are effectively sampled at a given distance b. In
the nucleon case the timelike form factor is measurable
only at t > 4m2

N and Eq. (3) is not useful for calcu-
lating the transverse density from data (it is, however,
very useful for theoretical analysis; for example, the chi-
ral large–distance component of the nucleon charge den-
sity at b ∼ m−1

π can be obtained from the calculable
strength of the two–pion cut in the nucleon form factor
near threshold [32]). In the pion case the physical region
for the timelike form factor starts at t = 4m2

π, covering
the entire range of the dispersion integral, and Eq. (3)
becomes a practical method for calculating the charge
density at all values of b. High–quality e+e− annihila-
tion data exist for values of t up to ∼ 1GeV2, so that we
hope to be able to determine ρπ(b) accurately for values
of b at least down to values of b ∼ 1GeV−1 = 0.2 fm.
The imaginary part of the pion form factor ImFπ(t)

entering in the dispersion representation Eq. (3) is not
measured directly in annihilation experiments. The
e+e− → π+π− cross section is proportional to |Fπ(t)|2,

and model–dependent input is generally needed to de-
termine the phase. In the region of the ρ meson reso-
nance this problem was studied extensively long ago and
is under good theoretical control. The phase of the first
higher resonance ρ′ is strongly constrained by the dis-
persion integrals (sum rules) for the pion charge and the
measured charge radius. At larger values of t arguments
based on perturbative QCD and local duality provide
some guidance. Combined with the filtering property of
the dispersion integral Eq. (3), these constraints strongly
reduce the model dependence in the transverse density at
b >∼ 0.1 fm. Our estimates below show that the this way
of constructing ρπ(b) gives substantially more accurate
results than use of the spacelike pion form factor data
alone.
In this article we calculate the transverse charge den-

sity in the pion in the dispersion representation Eq. (3)
using an empirical parametrization of the timelike pion
form factor based on e+e− annihilation and spacelike
form factor data [33]. We find that the density is deter-
mined to an accuracy of ∼ 10% at transverse distances
b ∼ 0.1 fm, and substantially better at larger values. We
thus obtain a precise two–dimensional image of the fast–
moving pion, which can be interpreted in terms of its
partonic structure in QCD. In particular, the density
exhibits a pronounced rise at small b, as was observed
earlier — although with much lower precision — in an
analysis based on the spacelike pion form factor [16]. Us-
ing experimental information on the quark density in the
pion, we argue that such singular behavior of the charge
density cannot be explained by large–size, x → 1 config-
urations in the pion’s partonic wave function and must
therefore be attributed to PLCs. Our result thus places
constraints on the probability of PLCs in the pion, which
can be probed in other high momentum–transfer pro-
cesses involving pions.
The plan of this paper is as follows. In Sec. II we briefly

describe the main features of the pion form factor in
the timelike region and the elements of the parametriza-
tion of Ref. [33]. In Sec. III we calculate the transverse
charge density and investigate its uncertainties at small
distances. The implications for the pion’s partonic struc-
ture and the presence of PLCs are discussed in Sec. IV.
Section V discusses the possible role of chiral dynamics
in the pion transverse density at large distances. A sum-
mary and suggestions for further studies are presented in
Sec. VI.

II. TIMELIKE FORM FACTOR
PARAMETRIZATION

In the energy region
√
t <∼ 1GeV the measured pion

form factor |Fπ(t)|2 is dominated by the ρ meson res-
onance, with clearly visible effects of ρ–ω mixing (see
Ref. [33] for a summary of the data). Theoretical sup-
port for ρ dominance at the amplitude level comes from
the observation that the 2π channel accounts for most of

☀
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FIG. 5: (Color online) Three–dimensional rendering of the
transverse charge density in the pion, as obtained from the
dispersion integral Eq.(3) evaluated with the GS form factor
parametrization of Ref. [33]; cf. Figs. 3 and 4.

near threshold becomes important; see Sec. V). What
is more, the dispersion result follows the zero–width ρ
curve down to much smaller distances, being only a few
percent smaller down to b = 0.01 fm. This shows that
there are very strong cancellations between the effective
poles parametrizing the high–mass continuum. As we
just demonstrated, there is considerable uncertainty in
the dispersion result for the density at such small dis-
tances. However, there is the intriguing possibility that
the density might effectively be described by vector me-
son dominance down to distances significantly smaller
than the inverse ρ meson mass, m−1

ρ = 0.25 fm.
In Fig. 5 we show a 3–dimensional rendering of the

transverse charge density, which conveys also the infor-
mation on the supporting area and thus gives an impres-
sion of the true physical shape of the fast–moving pion
as seen by an electromagnetic probe. Our dispersion ap-
proach provides a data–based image of the pion’s trans-
verse structure at small distances with unprecedented
precision. One clearly sees the strong rise of the trans-
verse density toward the center. This remarkable obser-
vation calls for a microscopic explanation in terms of the
pion’s partonic structure.

IV. IMPLICATIONS FOR PION PARTONIC
STRUCTURE

The results of our empirical study of the transverse
charge density have interesting implications for the par-
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FIG. 6: Probability accumulation Eq. (7) in the transverse
density (cf. Figs. 3 and 4). Solid line: Dispersion integral
(GS parametrization). Dashed line: Zero–width ρmeson pole.
The arrow indicates the experimental RMS transverse charge
radius.

tonic structure of the pion in QCD. The transverse charge
density puts constraints on the possible distribution of
transverse sizes of configurations in the pion’s partonic
wave function. A useful quantity to consider is the inte-
gral of the transverse charge density up to a given dis-
tance,

P (b) ≡
!

d2b Θ(b− b′) ρπ(b
′), (7)

which determines the cumulative probability for configu-
rations contributing to the transverse density at the dis-
tance b. The probability obtained from our dispersion
result for the charge density (cf. Figs. 3 and 4) is shown
in Fig. 6, together with that obtained from a zero–width
ρ meson pole (cf. Eq. 6),

P (b)zero−width = mρbK1(mρb). (8)

The probability reaches 1/2 at b = 0.33 fm, a value some-
what smaller than the root of the mean squared (RMS)

transverse radius, ⟨b2⟩1/2π = 0.53 fm. This is to be ex-
pected, as large–size configurations are counted with a
higher weight in the average of b2 than than the me-
dian. The RMS transverse radius calculated from our
dispersion integral for the charge density agrees very well
with the value extracted from the slope of the low–t
pion form factor measured in πe scattering experiments,
⟨r2⟩π = (3/2)⟨b2⟩π = 0.439± 0.008 fm2 [1, 2], as was al-
ready noted in the discussion of the fit to the timelike
form factor data in Ref. [33].
To understand how the transverse charge density is re-

lated to the partonic structure it is necessary to recall

Three–dimensional rendering of the transverse charge density in the 
pion, as obtained from the dispersion integral ☀ evaluated with the 

Gounaris-Sakurai form factor parametrization of Brush et al.

Consistent with singular structure of the transverse charge density in the 
pion  extracted from the data using dispersion technique
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The transverse charge density in the pion can be represented as a dispersion integral of the imag-
inary part of the pion form factor in the timelike region. This formulation incorporates information
from e+e− annihilation experiments and allows one to reconstruct the transverse density much
more accurately than from the spacelike pion form factor data alone. We calculate the transverse
density using an empirical parametrization of the timelike pion form factor and estimate that it is
determined to an accuracy of ∼ 10% at a distance b ∼ 0.1 fm, and significantly better at larger
distances. The density is found to be close to that obtained from a zero–width ρ meson pole over a
wide range and shows a pronounced rise at small distances. The resulting two–dimensional image of
the fast–moving pion can be interpreted in terms of its partonic structure in QCD. We argue that
the singular behavior of the charge density at the center requires a substantial presence of pointlike
configurations in the pion’s partonic wave function, which can be probed in other high–momentum
transfer processes.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Learning to describe the structure and interaction of
hadrons on the basis of QCD is one of the main objectives
of nuclear physics. An essential step in this program is
to understand the structure of the pion, a nearly mass-
less excitation of the QCD vacuum with pseudoscalar
quantum numbers. The pion plays a central role in nu-
clear physics as the carrier of the long–range force be-
tween nucleons and a harbinger of spontaneous symme-
try breaking. The importance of the pion has been rec-
ognized by intense experimental and theoretical activity
aimed at measuring its properties and understanding its
structure. The pion electromagnetic form factor Fπ(t)
was measured at spacelike momentum transfers through
pion–electron scattering [1, 2] and pion electroproduc-
tion on the nucleon [3–6]; new measurements in the re-
gion |t| ∼ few GeV2 are planned with the Jefferson Lab
12 GeV Upgrade [7]. In the timelike region the modu-
lus of the (complex) pion form factor, |Fπ(t)|, was deter-
mined in a series of e+e− experiments [8–12]; see Ref. [13]
for a compilation of the older data.

The concept of transverse densities [14], whose prop-
erties were explored in several recent works [15, 16], pro-
vides a model-independent way to relate the form factors
of hadrons to their fundamental quark/gluon structure in
QCD. Defined as the 2–dimensional Fourier transforms of
the elastic form factors, the transverse densities describe
the distribution of charge and magnetization in the plane
transverse to the direction of motion of a fast hadron; see
Ref. [17] for a review. They are closely related to the par-
ton picture of hadron structure in high–energy processes
and correspond to a reduction of the generalized par-
ton distributions (or GPDs) describing the distribution
of quarks/antiquarks with respect to longitudinal mo-

mentum and transverse position [18, 19]. It is therefore
natural to attempt to interpret the pion form factor data
in terms of the transverse charge density in the pion.
In particular, the density at small transverse distances
b ≪ 1 fm places constraints on the probability of point-
like configurations (or PLCs) in the pion — qq̄ configu-
rations in the partonic wave function of a transverse size
much smaller than the typical hadronic radius [20]. Such
configurations play an important role in high–momentum
transfer reactions involving pions, such as the pion tran-
sition form factor γ∗γ → π0 [21, 22] or pion production in
large–angle scattering processes [23]. They are essential
for the physics of the color transparency phenomenon
predicted by QCD [24, 25], which is studied in high–
energy pion dissociation on nuclear targets [26, 27] and
electromagnetic pion knockout [28, 29] and is closely re-
lated to the existence of factorization theorems for hard
meson production processes. The dynamical origin of
PLCs — whether they are generated through perturba-
tive QCD interactions with large–size configurations or
by non-perturbative mechanisms, remains a subject of
intense study.
The transverse charge density in the pion is defined

as the 2–dimensional Fourier transform of the spacelike
pion form factor,

ρπ(b) =

∞!
0

dQ

2π
QJ0(Qb) Fπ(t = −Q2), (1)

where Fπ is regarded as a function of the invariant mo-
mentum transfer t. The function ρπ(b) gives the prob-
ability that charge is located at a transverse separa-
tion b from the transverse center of momentum, with"
d2b ρπ(b) = 1. The definition Eq. (1) may in princi-

ple be used to calculate the charge density directly from

2

the spacelike form factor data. In the nucleon case,
where the spacelike form factors can be extracted di-
rectly from the measured eN elastic scattering cross sec-
tion and are known up to rather large momentum trans-
fers, this approach has been quite successful; see Ref. [30]
for an assessment of the uncertainties. In the pion case
the spacelike form factor at momentum transfers above
Q2 > 0.25GeV2 was extracted only indirectly in electro-
production experiments on the nucleonN(e, e′π)N ′, with
substantial model dependence, and is known only poorly
at higher Q2, rendering such a program difficult. How-
ever, for the pion one has another avenue for evaluating
the transverse density, based on a dispersion representa-
tion for the pion form factor. Noting that the singulari-
ties of Fπ(t) as an analytic function of t are confined to a
cut along the positive real axis starting at t = 4m2

π, the
form factor can be expressed as [31]

Fπ(t) =

∞!

4m2
π

dt′

t′ − t+ i0

ImFπ(t′)

π
. (2)

The asymptotic behavior expected from perturbative
QCD, Fπ(t) ∼ αs(t)/|t| for t → ∞, allows the use of
an unsubtracted dispersion relation [44]. Substitution of
Eq. (2) in Eq. (1) leads to the result [32]

ρπ(b) =

∞!

4m2
π

dt

2π
K0(

√
tb)

ImFπ(t+ i0)

π
. (3)

This representation of the charge density as a dispersion
integral over the imaginary part (or spectral function) of
the timelike pion form factor has an interesting “filter-
ing” property. The exponential drop–off of the modified
Bessel function K0 at large arguments causes the inte-
grand of Eq. (3) to decrease exponentially at large t and
ensures that only values

√
t ∼ 1/b in the spectral func-

tion are effectively sampled at a given distance b. In
the nucleon case the timelike form factor is measurable
only at t > 4m2

N and Eq. (3) is not useful for calcu-
lating the transverse density from data (it is, however,
very useful for theoretical analysis; for example, the chi-
ral large–distance component of the nucleon charge den-
sity at b ∼ m−1

π can be obtained from the calculable
strength of the two–pion cut in the nucleon form factor
near threshold [32]). In the pion case the physical region
for the timelike form factor starts at t = 4m2

π, covering
the entire range of the dispersion integral, and Eq. (3)
becomes a practical method for calculating the charge
density at all values of b. High–quality e+e− annihila-
tion data exist for values of t up to ∼ 1GeV2, so that we
hope to be able to determine ρπ(b) accurately for values
of b at least down to values of b ∼ 1GeV−1 = 0.2 fm.
The imaginary part of the pion form factor ImFπ(t)

entering in the dispersion representation Eq. (3) is not
measured directly in annihilation experiments. The
e+e− → π+π− cross section is proportional to |Fπ(t)|2,

and model–dependent input is generally needed to de-
termine the phase. In the region of the ρ meson reso-
nance this problem was studied extensively long ago and
is under good theoretical control. The phase of the first
higher resonance ρ′ is strongly constrained by the dis-
persion integrals (sum rules) for the pion charge and the
measured charge radius. At larger values of t arguments
based on perturbative QCD and local duality provide
some guidance. Combined with the filtering property of
the dispersion integral Eq. (3), these constraints strongly
reduce the model dependence in the transverse density at
b >∼ 0.1 fm. Our estimates below show that the this way
of constructing ρπ(b) gives substantially more accurate
results than use of the spacelike pion form factor data
alone.
In this article we calculate the transverse charge den-

sity in the pion in the dispersion representation Eq. (3)
using an empirical parametrization of the timelike pion
form factor based on e+e− annihilation and spacelike
form factor data [33]. We find that the density is deter-
mined to an accuracy of ∼ 10% at transverse distances
b ∼ 0.1 fm, and substantially better at larger values. We
thus obtain a precise two–dimensional image of the fast–
moving pion, which can be interpreted in terms of its
partonic structure in QCD. In particular, the density
exhibits a pronounced rise at small b, as was observed
earlier — although with much lower precision — in an
analysis based on the spacelike pion form factor [16]. Us-
ing experimental information on the quark density in the
pion, we argue that such singular behavior of the charge
density cannot be explained by large–size, x → 1 config-
urations in the pion’s partonic wave function and must
therefore be attributed to PLCs. Our result thus places
constraints on the probability of PLCs in the pion, which
can be probed in other high momentum–transfer pro-
cesses involving pions.
The plan of this paper is as follows. In Sec. II we briefly

describe the main features of the pion form factor in
the timelike region and the elements of the parametriza-
tion of Ref. [33]. In Sec. III we calculate the transverse
charge density and investigate its uncertainties at small
distances. The implications for the pion’s partonic struc-
ture and the presence of PLCs are discussed in Sec. IV.
Section V discusses the possible role of chiral dynamics
in the pion transverse density at large distances. A sum-
mary and suggestions for further studies are presented in
Sec. VI.

II. TIMELIKE FORM FACTOR
PARAMETRIZATION

In the energy region
√
t <∼ 1GeV the measured pion

form factor |Fπ(t)|2 is dominated by the ρ meson res-
onance, with clearly visible effects of ρ–ω mixing (see
Ref. [33] for a summary of the data). Theoretical sup-
port for ρ dominance at the amplitude level comes from
the observation that the 2π channel accounts for most of

☀

dispersion representation of transverse density

New evidence for PLCs in pion from e.m. form factors - Miller, MS, Weiss (2010)

Contribution of small 
transverse size quark-

antiquark component in pion

25

MS,2010 Weiss

Phys.Rev. D83 (2011) 013006

Pion transverse density
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If π+ electroproduction from a nucleus is similar to that from a proton  
we can determine nuclear transparency of pions.  

A(e,e’π+) for CT Search   

data well described via 
a MC simulation of a 
quasifree model 
including Fermi 
smearing, FSI and  
off-shell effects.  
 

p 

q 

n 

π+ 

S(E,p)  = Spectral function for proton  

σ A( e,e'π+ ) X =σ p( e,e'π+ )n�S (E,p )

 
The quasi-free assumption was  
verified by L/T separation 

X. Qian et al., PRC81:055209 (2010), 

⌦
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We have measured the nuclear transparency of the A!e; e0!"# process in 2H, 12C, 27Al, 63Cu, and 197Au
targets. These measurements were performed at the Jefferson Laboratory over a four momentum transfer
squared range Q2 $ 1:1 to 4:7 !GeV=c#2. The nuclear transparency was extracted as the super-ratio of
("A="H) from data to a model of pion-electroproduction from nuclei without !-N final-state interactions.
The Q2 and atomic number dependence of the nuclear transparency both show deviations from traditional
nuclear physics expectations and are consistent with calculations that include the quantum chromody-
namical phenomenon of color transparency.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.99.242502 PACS numbers: 25.30.Rw, 24.85.+p

In the context of perturbative Quantum Chromo
Dynamics (QCD), Brodsky and Mueller [1] predicted
that at sufficiently high momentum transfers, the
quark-gluon wave packets of hadrons can be produced
as a ‘‘color neutral‘‘ object of a reduced transverse size.
If this compact size is maintained for some distance in
traversing the nuclear medium, it would pass undisturbed

through the nuclear medium. This is the so-called phe-
nomenon of color transparency (CT). Nuclear transpar-
ency, defined as the ratio of the cross section per nucleon
for a process on a bound nucleon in the nucleus to that from
a free nucleon, is the observable used to search for CT. A
clear signature for the onset of CT would involve a rise in
the nuclear transparency as a function of Q2. Later works

PRL 99, 242502 (2007) P H Y S I C A L R E V I E W L E T T E R S week ending
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missing-mass spectra. The multiple-pion simulation was
used to determine the location of the cut on the experimen-
tal missing-mass spectrum such that the contamina-
tion from multiple-pion events was less than 0.4%.
This allowed the missing-mass cut to be placed
!10–50 MeV=c2 above the actual kinematic threshold
for two-pion production. The simulation was able to re-
produce the shapes of the measured W, Q2, and jtj distri-
butions versus the missing mass reasonably well for all
targets and Q2 settings. Representative missing-mass
spectra for 12C"e; e0!# are shown together with the Plane
Wave Impulse Approximation (PWIA) simulation in Fig. 1
for all Q2 settings. The agreement between the missing-
mass spectra obtained from data and simulation improves
with increasing Q2. The discrepancy seen at Q2 $
1:1 "GeV=c#2 can be attributed to the reaction mechanisms
missing from the simulations such as final-state interac-
tions between the knocked-out neutron and the residual
nucleons (nN-FSI) and short range correlations.

In order to extract the nuclear transparency from the
experimental yields, the cross section for the bound proton
must be corrected for the effects of Fermi motion, Pauli
blocking, the off-shell properties of the proton, and the
acceptances of the spectrometers. In order to account for
these effects, the nuclear transparency was formed using
the experimental charge normalized yield, !Y, divided by
the charge normalized Monte Carlo equivalent yield, !YMC.
For a given target, with nucleon number, A, the nuclear
transparency was defined as

 T $ " !Y= !YMC#A=" !Y= !YMC#H; (1)

where the denominator is the ratio of the yields from the 1H
target. As the Monte Carlo simulation does not include
final-state interactions between the pion and the residual
nucleons, the nuclear transparency is a measure of these
final-state interactions, and the reduction of these interac-
tions is a signature of CT.

Traditional nuclear physics calculations based on the
Glauber multiple scattering mechanism [19] are expected
to be energy-independent ( because the !-nucleon cross
section is constant for the energies in this experiment). To
investigate the energy dependence, the extracted nuclear
transparency is shown as a function of Q2 in Fig. 2. The
point-to-point (Q2 dependent) systematic uncertainty is
2.4–3.2%, dominated by uncertainty in the spectral func-
tion (1%) and the iteration procedure (1%). There is an
additional normalization systematic uncertainty of 1.1%
(not shown in the figure) with pion absorption correction
(0.5%), and target thickness (1%) being the main sources.
The Q2 dependent model uncertainty is 7.6%, 5.7%, 3.5%,
3.8%, and 3.8% for Q2 $ 1:1, 2.1, 3.0, 3.9, and
4:7 "GeV=c#2, respectively. This uncertainty was deter-
mined from the change in Q2 dependence of the trans-
parency when using two different spectral functions and
two different Fermi distributions in the simulation, and the

Q2 dependent uncertainty from reactions mechanisms not
included in the simulation (estimated by quantifying the
difference in shape of the missing-mass spectra from data
and simulation) added in quadrature. The Q2 dependent
model uncertainty is shown as a dark band in the bottom
right panel of Fig. 2. There is an additional 7.0% normal-
ization type model uncertainty, independent of Q2, not
shown in the figure. The observed Q2 dependence of the
transparency deviates from the calculations without CT of
Larson et al. and Cosyn et al. [20,21], and are in better
agreement with the CT calculations of the same authors.
Larson et al. use a semiclassical Glauber multiple scatter-
ing approximation, while Cosyn et al. use a relativistic
version of Glauber multiple scattering theory. Both groups
incorporate CT using the quantum diffusion model of
Ref. [22] with the same parameters " $ 1 fm=c and M2

h $
0:7 GeV2.

In addition to the Q2 dependence, the dependence of the
nuclear transparency on A is important in the search of CT
effects and is examined by fitting the transparency as a
function of A at fixed Q2 to the form T $ A#%1. The
parameter # is found to be !0:76 in fits to the pion-nucleus
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FIG. 2 (color online). Nuclear transparency, T, vs Q2 for 2H
and 12C (left, top panel), 27Al (right, top), 63Cu (left, bottom),
and 197Au (right, bottom). The inner error bars are the statistical
uncertainties, and the outer error bars are the statistical and
point-to-point systematic uncertainties added in quadrature.
The dark band in the bottom right panel is the Q2 dependent
model uncertainty, and is the same for all nuclei. The solid and
dashed lines are Glauber and Glauber plus CT calculations,
respectively [20]. Similarly, the dot-dash and dotted lines are
Glauber and Glauber plus CT calculations, respectively [21].
These calculations also include the effect of short range corre-
lations (SRC).
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Will help confirm the 
onset of CT observed 
at 6 GeV 

will verify the strict          
applicability of factorization    
theorems for meson   
electroproduction 

Need both C and Cu 
targets to extract 
Q2 and A dependence  
and thus disentangle  
the CT effect 

A(e,e'π+) @ 11 GeV 



ρ0 electroproduction on nuclei- CLAS 

Finite propagation distance lc   

(lifetime) of the (q,q-bar)  
virtual state 

      lc = 2ν/(M2 + Q2 ) 

small lc –pair formed anywhere in 

nucleus, large lc  pair formed before 
photon hits nucleus

Detected particles are :  
scattered electron and the 
 π+ and π- from ρ0 decay

e + N → e’ + N + ρ0

M is the mass of the vector meson 
ν is the energy transferred by the electron 

Experiment done at fixed coherence length,kinematics appropriate



El Fassi et al, arXive:1201.2735 
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Figure 3: (color online) Nuclear transparency as a function of lc. The
inner error bars are the statistical uncertainties and the outer ones are
the statistical and point-to-point (lc dependent) systematic uncertain-
ties added in quadrature. There is an additional normalization sys-
tematic uncertainty of 1.9% for carbon and 1.8% for iron (not shown
in the figure) with acceptance and background subtraction being the
main sources. The carbon data has been scaled by a factor 0.77 to fit
in the same figure with the iron data.

the simulation. The magnitudes of each contributing210

process were taken as free parameters in the fit of211

the mass spectra. The acceptance correction to the212

transparency ratio was found to vary between 5 and213

30%. Radiative corrections were extracted for each214

(lc, Q2) bin using our MC generator in conjunction215

with the DIFFRAD [34] code developed for exclusive216

vector meson production. The radiative correction to217

the transparency ratio was found to vary between 0.4218

and 4%. An additional correction of around 2.5% was219

applied to account for the contribution of deuterium220

target endcaps. The corrected t distributions for exclu-221

sive events were fit with an exponential form Ae−bt. The222

slope parameters b for 2H (3.59 ± 0.5), C (3.67 ± 0.8)223

and Fe (3.72 ± 0.6) were reasonably consistent with224

CLAS [35] hydrogen measurements of 2.63 ± 0.44225

taken with 5.75 GeV beam energy.226

The transparencies for C and Fe are shown as a227

function of lc in Fig. 3. As expected, they do not exhibit228

any lc dependence because lc is much shorter than the229

C and Fe nuclear radii of 2.7 and 4.6 fm respectively.230

Consequently, the coherence length effect cannot mimic231

the CT signal in this experiment.232

Fig. 4 shows the increase of the transparency with233

Q2 for both C and Fe. The data are consistent with234

expectations of CT. Note that in the absence of CT235

effects, hadronic Glauber calculations would predict236

no Q2 dependence of TA since any Q2 dependence in237

the ρ0 production cross section would cancel in the238

ratio. The rise in transparency with Q2 corresponds239
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Figure 4: (color online) Nuclear transparency as a function of Q2.
The inner error bars are statistic uncertainties and the outer ones are
statistic and point-to-point (Q2 dependent) systematic uncertainties
added in quadrature. The curves are predictions of the FMS [39] (red)
and GKM [38] (green) models with (dashed-dotted and dashed curves,
respectively) and without (dotted and solid curves, respectively) CT.
Both models include the pion absorption effect when the ρ0 meson
decays inside the nucleus. There is an additional normalization sys-
tematic uncertainty of 2.4% for carbon and 2.1% for iron (not shown
in the figure).

to an (11 ± 2.3)% and (12.5 ± 4.1)% decrease in240

the absorption of the ρ0 in Fe and C respectively.241

The systematics uncertainties were separated into242

point-to-point uncertainties, which are lc dependent in243

Fig. 3 and Q2 dependent in Fig. 4 and normalization244

uncertainties, which are independent of the kinematics.245

Effects such as kinematic cuts, model dependence in246

the acceptance correction and background subtraction,247

Fermi motion and radiative correction were studied248

and taken into account in the systematic uncertainties249

described in details in [36]. The fact that we were250

able to observe the increase in nuclear transparency251

requires that the SSC propagated sufficiently far in the252

nuclear medium and experienced reduced interaction253

with the nucleons before evolving to a normal hadron.254

The Q2 dependence of the transparency was fitted by255

a linear form TA = a Q2 + b. The extracted slopes “a”256

for C and Fe are compared to the model predictions in257

Table 1. Our results for Fe are in good agreement with258

both Kopeliovich-Nemchik-Schmidt (KNS) [37] and259

Gallmeister-Kaskulov-Mosel (GKM) [38] predictions,260
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Further experimental studies

• Higher energies for (e,e’p), pi and rho 
production 

• Kaon production (e,e’,k) 
• Higher energies, intensities for  (p,pp) 
• Reactions where final state interactions are 

required disappear at high Q2  D(e,e’p)  

• Vector meson production: vary x, to go from 
transparency to opacity, G(A) 

• π N quasielastic scattering in nuclei T(A)∝A 
42



Summary

• Color transparency seen in high energy 
coherent nuclear production of jets by 
pions 

• Hints seen in (p,pp),  -need higher energy 
• Likely seen in (e,e’,π), (e,e’,ρ) need higher 

energy to enhance effect by reducing 
expansion 

• Not seen in (e,e’,p)-need higher energy 
test, proton transparency important does 
red plus green plus blue cancel?    
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Extras follow
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Avoid PLC Expansion
• t<<1/(En –Eproton) for no expansion 
• t = nuclear transit time ~ RA 
• need RA( En –Eproton) <<1 

•  P  large, En –Eproton =(Mn-Mp) (Mn+Mp)/2P 
• t=1/(Mn-Mp)(2P/(Mn+Mp))=natural rest 

frame time  times dilation factor   
• What is Mn  ? 
• At high P we have freezing

� �

�
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FIG. 14. Effects of ρ meson decay on 12C. The parameters lc =
0.85 fm, and σtot = 30 mb. The upper solid curve is computed using
the effects of color transparency using T0 of Eq. (26) and Eq. (23).
The lower dashed curve represents color transparency as modified by
the use of Eq. (25) instead of Eq. (23).
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FIG. 15. (Color online) 56Fe Color transparency using T0 of
Eq. (26) and Eq. (23) with σtot = 25 mb. The upper dashed curve
is computed using lc = 2ν

(M2
ρ+Q2) = 0.85 fm.The lower solid curve is

computed using lc = 0.45 fm.
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FIG. 16. (Color online) 56Fe Color transparency using T0 of
Eq. (26) and Eq. (23) with σtot = 30 mb. The upper dashed curve
is computed using lc = 2ν

(M2
ρ+Q2) = 0.85 fm. The lower solid curve is

computed using lc = 0.45 fm.
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FIG. 17. (Color online) 56Fe color transparency according to
Eq. (26) and Eq. (23). Here σtot = 30 mb and lc = 2ν

(M2
ρ+Q2) =

0.85 fm. The upper solid curve is computed using the standard value
of $M2 = 0.7 GeV2, and the lower dashed curve is computed using
$M2 = 0.8 GeV2.
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FIG. 18. (Color online) Effects of ρ meson decay on 56Fe T0 using
σtot = 25 mb and lc = 0.45 fm. The upper solid curve is computed
using Eq. (26) and Eq. (23) and the lower dashed curve is computed
using using Eq. (26) and Eq. (25) to include the effects of decay.

a negligible effect, except for Q2 ≈ 10 GeV2. Figures 18
and 19 display the effects of including the effects of rho meson
decay. These can be substantial at low values of Q2 if the ρN
cross section is less than about 30 mb.

V. SUMMARY

This work provides a reaction theory for electroproduction
of vector mesons, for −t ≫ 1/R2

A, that allows one to assess
the energy loss of each term in the multiple scattering series.
These values of −t are sufficient to justify our semi-classical
picture. We find however, that the leading term T0 of Eq. (11)
and Eq. (26), Eq. (28) dominate for nuclei up to Fe, as long as
the momentum transfer −t to the nucleus is sufficiently small.
Higher-order terms in the multiple scattering series become
important, causing a significant increase in the transparency
as the value of −t increases. This effect, entering in Glauber
theory, could mimic a signal of color transparency if the
experimental acceptance in −t increases with the virtuality
Q2 of the photon. We also study the effects of ρ meson decay
inside the nucleus. These are typically about 5%, as long as
the momentum transfer −t to the nucleus is small. This is
large enough to influence the interpretation of the onset of
color transparency. In particular, this effect disappears rapidly
as Q2 increases from about 1 to 3 GeV2, causing a rise in
the transparency that can not be interpreted as being related to
color transparency.

We study the size of color transparency effects for C and
Fe nuclei for values of Q2 up to 10 GeV2. The detailed results
depend strongly on the assumed value of the ρN cross section.
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FIG. 19. (Color online) Effects of ρ meson decay on 56Fe T0 using
σtot = 30 mb and lc = 0.45 fm. The upper dashed curve is computed
using Eq. (26) and Eq. (23) and the lower solid curve is computed
using using Eq. (26) and Eq. (25) to include the effects of decay.
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FIG. 14. Effects of ρ meson decay on 12C. The parameters lc =
0.85 fm, and σtot = 30 mb. The upper solid curve is computed using
the effects of color transparency using T0 of Eq. (26) and Eq. (23).
The lower dashed curve represents color transparency as modified by
the use of Eq. (25) instead of Eq. (23).
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FIG. 15. (Color online) 56Fe Color transparency using T0 of
Eq. (26) and Eq. (23) with σtot = 25 mb. The upper dashed curve
is computed using lc = 2ν

(M2
ρ+Q2) = 0.85 fm.The lower solid curve is

computed using lc = 0.45 fm.
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FIG. 16. (Color online) 56Fe Color transparency using T0 of
Eq. (26) and Eq. (23) with σtot = 30 mb. The upper dashed curve
is computed using lc = 2ν

(M2
ρ+Q2) = 0.85 fm. The lower solid curve is

computed using lc = 0.45 fm.
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FIG. 17. (Color online) 56Fe color transparency according to
Eq. (26) and Eq. (23). Here σtot = 30 mb and lc = 2ν

(M2
ρ+Q2) =

0.85 fm. The upper solid curve is computed using the standard value
of $M2 = 0.7 GeV2, and the lower dashed curve is computed using
$M2 = 0.8 GeV2.
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FIG. 18. (Color online) Effects of ρ meson decay on 56Fe T0 using
σtot = 25 mb and lc = 0.45 fm. The upper solid curve is computed
using Eq. (26) and Eq. (23) and the lower dashed curve is computed
using using Eq. (26) and Eq. (25) to include the effects of decay.

a negligible effect, except for Q2 ≈ 10 GeV2. Figures 18
and 19 display the effects of including the effects of rho meson
decay. These can be substantial at low values of Q2 if the ρN
cross section is less than about 30 mb.

V. SUMMARY

This work provides a reaction theory for electroproduction
of vector mesons, for −t ≫ 1/R2

A, that allows one to assess
the energy loss of each term in the multiple scattering series.
These values of −t are sufficient to justify our semi-classical
picture. We find however, that the leading term T0 of Eq. (11)
and Eq. (26), Eq. (28) dominate for nuclei up to Fe, as long as
the momentum transfer −t to the nucleus is sufficiently small.
Higher-order terms in the multiple scattering series become
important, causing a significant increase in the transparency
as the value of −t increases. This effect, entering in Glauber
theory, could mimic a signal of color transparency if the
experimental acceptance in −t increases with the virtuality
Q2 of the photon. We also study the effects of ρ meson decay
inside the nucleus. These are typically about 5%, as long as
the momentum transfer −t to the nucleus is small. This is
large enough to influence the interpretation of the onset of
color transparency. In particular, this effect disappears rapidly
as Q2 increases from about 1 to 3 GeV2, causing a rise in
the transparency that can not be interpreted as being related to
color transparency.

We study the size of color transparency effects for C and
Fe nuclei for values of Q2 up to 10 GeV2. The detailed results
depend strongly on the assumed value of the ρN cross section.
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FIG. 19. (Color online) Effects of ρ meson decay on 56Fe T0 using
σtot = 30 mb and lc = 0.45 fm. The upper dashed curve is computed
using Eq. (26) and Eq. (23) and the lower solid curve is computed
using using Eq. (26) and Eq. (25) to include the effects of decay.
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We study the electroproduction of ρ mesons in nuclei at intermediate energies, deriving a treatment of the
energy lost by the ρ in each step of multiple scattering. This enables a close match between calculations and
the experimental kinematic conditions. A standard Glauber calculation is presented, and then the effects of
color-transparency are included. The influence of poor experimental resolution on the extracted transparency is
assessed. The effects of ρ meson decay inside the nucleus are examined, and are typically about 5% at most.
This effect disappears rapidly as Q2 increases from about 1 to 3 GeV2, causing a rise in the transparency that
is not attributable to color transparency. The size of color transparency effects for C and Fe nuclei is studied for
values of Q2 up to 10 GeV2. The detailed results depend strongly on the assumed value of the ρN cross section.
The overall effects of color transparency are greater than about 10% for both nuclear targets if Q2 is greater than
about 5 GeV2.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the special situation of high-momentum-transfer coher-
ent processes the strong interactions between hadrons and
nuclei can be extinguished, causing shadowing to disappear
and the nucleus to become quantum-mechanically transparent.
This phenomenon is known as color transparency [1–3]. In
more technical language, color transparency is the vanishing of
initial and final-state interactions, predicted by QCD to occur
in high-momentum-transfer quasi-elastic nuclear reactions. In
these reactions, the scattering amplitudes consist of a sum
of terms involving different intermediate states and the same
final state. Thus one adds different contributions to obtain
the scattering amplitude. Under such conditions the effects of
gluons emitted by small color-singlet systems tend to cancel
[5] and could nearly vanish. Thus color transparency is also
known as color coherence.

The important dynamical question is whether or not
small color-singlet systems, often referred to as point-like
configurations (PLC’s), are produced as intermediate states in
high momentum transfer reactions. Perturbative QCD predicts
that a PLC is formed in many two-body hadronic processes
at very large momentum transfer [1,6]. However, PLC’s
can also be formed under nonperturbative dynamics [7,8].
Therefore measurements of color transparency are important
for clarifying the dynamics of bound states in QCD.

Observing color transparency requires that a PLC is formed
and that the energies are high enough so that the PLC does
not expand completely to the size of a physical hadron while
traversing the target [9–11]. The frozen approximation must
be valid.

A direct observation of high-energy color transparency in
the A-dependence of diffractive dijet production by pions was
reported in [12]. The results were in accord with the prediction
of [13]. See also [14]. Evidence for color transparency (small
hadronic cross sections) has been observed in other types of
processes, also occurring at high energy: in the A-dependence
of J/ψ photoproduction [15], in the Q2-dependence of the

t-slope of diffractive ρ0 production in deep inelastic muon
scattering (where Q2 is the invariant mass of the virtual photon
and t denotes the negative square of the momentum transfer
from the virtual photon to the target proton), and in the energy
and flavor dependences of vector meson production in ep
scattering at HERA [16]. For all of these processes the energy
is high enough so that the produced small-size configuration
does not expand significantly as it makes its way out of the
nucleus.

At lower energies expansion effects do occur. Experimental
studies of high momentum transfer processes in (e, e′p) and
(p, pp) reactions have so far failed to produce convincing
evidence of color transparency [17–20]. First data on the
reaction A(p, 2p) at large scattering angles were obtained at
BNL. They were followed by the dedicated experiment EVA.
The final results of EVA [18] can be summarized as follows.
An eikonal approximation calculation agrees with data for
pp = 5.9 GeV/c, and the transparency increases significantly
for momenta up to about pp = 9 GeV/c. Thus it seems that
momenta of the incoming proton ∼10 GeV are sufficient to
significantly suppress expansion effects. Therefore one can use
proton projectiles with energies above ∼10 GeV to study other
aspects of the strong interaction dynamics. But the observed
drop in transparency for values of pp ranging from 11.5
to 14.2 GeV/c represents a problem for all current models,
including [21–25] because of its broad range in energy. This
suggests that leading-power quark-exchange mechanism for
elastic scattering dominates only at very large energies.

It is natural to expect that it is easier to observe color
transparency for the interaction/production of mesons than
for baryons because only two quarks have to come close
together. A high resolution pion production experiment re-
cently reported evidence for the onset of CT [26] at Jefferson
Laboratory in the process eA → eπ+A∗. The pion momentum
was chosen to be equal to that of the virtual photon, p⃗π∥q⃗
to minimize the importance of elastic rescattering effects.
The coherence length defined as the distance between the
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• W ≥ 2 GeV   
    ⇒ avoid resonance 

region 

• -t ≤ 0.45 GeV2  
    ⇒ select diffractive 

process 

• |ΔE| ≤ 0.1GeV  
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Coherence Length 
lc = 2ν/(Mv

2 + Q2 )

 Coherence length effect (CL): Q2 increases ⇒ TA increases

 Coherence Length effect can 
    mimic CT signal 

 To be safe, one should keep  
     lc fixed and measure the Q2 

     dependence of TA

mimic CT 
signal ?

HERMES
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 Pπ Dependence of Pion Transparency 

T =
(Data/Simulation )A

(Data/Simulation )p

Inner error bar are statistical 
uncertainties outer error bar are 
the quadrature sum of statistical 
and pt. to pt. systematic 
uncertainties. 

Red solid : Glauber (semi-classical) 
Red dashed : Glauber +CT (quantum diff.)  
Larson, Miller & Strikman, PRC 74, 018201 (‘06) 

Blue dot-dash : Glauber (Relativistic) 
Blue dotted : Glauber +CT (quantum diff.) 
                          +SRC  
Cosyn, Martinez, Rychebusch & Van Overmeire,   
PRC 74, 062201R (‘06) 

(X. Qian et al., PRC81:055209 (2010), 
B. Clasie et al, PRL99:242502 (2007)) 

Green dot : BUU Transport 
Green dot-dot-dash : BUU Transport + CT 
(quantum diff.)  
Kaskulov, Galmiester & Mosel,  
 PRC 79, 015207 (‘09) 



JLab Exp. E01-107

Inner error bar are  
statistical uncertainties 
outer error bar are the  
quadrature sum of  
statistical and pt. to pt.  
systematic uncertainties.

Solid/Dashed lines are predictions with and without CT  
A. Larson, G.A Miller and M. Strikman, nuc-th/0604022

lc = 0.6 fm (p/GeV)

Spokespersons: 
D. Dutta, R. Ent  & K. Garrow 
Thesis Student: Ben Clasie (MIT) 



A(π,dijet) data from FNAL

Coherent π+ diffractive dissociation 
with 500 GeV/c pions on Pt and C.

Fit to σ = σ  A0
α

α= 0.71 from diffractive pion 
production-  
Pt/C ratio (179/12)1.55 instead 
of (179/12).71  ratio increased 
by factor of 7

Aitala et al., PRL 86  4773 (2001)
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Implications of PLC vs Feynman- EMC 
Effect Suppression of PLC in medium 

place in medium:  

normal size components attracted energy goes 
down  

PLC does not interact- color screening 

energy denominator increased,  PLC suppressed 

quarks lose momentum in medium

free
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Suppression of Point Like 
Configurations- Frankfurt, 

energy denominator increased 

PLC has NO int.  
with medium

EMC ratio Frank,Jennings Miller ‘95


